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The field of educational video games has rapidly grown since the 1970s, mostly
producing video games to teach core education concepts such as mathematics, natural
science, and English. Recently, various research groups have developed educational
games to address elective topics such as finance and health. Educational video games
often target grade school audiences and rarely target high school students, college
students, or adults. Computer science topics are not a common theme among educa-
tional video games; the games that address Computer Science topics teach computer
fundamentals, such as typing or basic programming, to young audiences.
Packet Delivery, an educational video game for introductory computer science
students, is an investigation into the use of apprenticeship learning, constructivism,
and scaffolding learning paradigms to teach the Domain Name System (DNS) lookup
process. In Packet Delivery, the player’s primary task is delivering letters without
addresses to recipients via a search mechanism that emulates the DNS lookup process.
Through practice and in-game upgrades, the player’s goal is to learn the basics of DNS
lookup and its optimizations. To analyze comprehension and retention of students
playing Packet Delivery, a study containing three tests were given to participants
over the course of a few weeks; a pretest gauging prior knowledge, a post-test gauging
immediate comprehension, and a follow-up post-test gauging retention. The study
provided a proof of concept that educational video games not only have a significant
place in higher education , but that apprenticeship learning, constructivism, and
scaffolding are highly effective learning paradigms for use within educational video
games.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Educational video games have become increasingly popular over the last fifty years
in both classroom learning and commercial games such as Jumpstart Kids and Ore-
gon Trail. While most educational games target grade school audiences and focus
on teaching core concepts such as mathematics and English, some recently developed
video games target elective subjects such as health and finance. However, within the
industry, there exist few educational video games which focus on presenting com-
puter science topics; educational video games which did present computer science
topics were primarily targeted towards young audiences and only taught typing or
introductory programming.
The work in this thesis novelly presents a computer science educational video
game to college students, wherein the effectiveness of such a medium is measured using
surveyed statistical analysis. This thesis applied the apprenticeship learning paradigm
and abstraction refinement to create Packet Delivery, an educational video game
designed to teach Domain Name System (DNS) lookup to introductory computer
science college students. In Packet Delivery, the player’s task was to deliver letters
without addresses using a two-layer lookup system that emulates the DNS lookup
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process. Through practice and in-game upgrades, the player learned the basics of
DNS lookup and its optimizations.
Utilizing apprenticeship learning, constructivism, and scaffolding, Packet Delivery
teaches the DNS lookup process in an efficient manner by presenting a set of tasks to
the player and encouraging an interactive learning environment in which the player
gradually develops the confidence to complete the given tasks without guidance [11].
Utilizing a postal service analogy, the player begins Packet Delivery by imitating the
duties of a postal service worker and, from contextual details presented through this
scenario, the game gradually builds up to teach the player about the DNS lookup
process [15, 29]. Through the use of apprenticeship learning, constructivism, and
scaffolding, the player successfully uses Packet Delivery as an educational medium
for learning DNS lookup.
To analyze the effectiveness of using Packet Delivery as an educational medium,
a study was conducted to measure student comprehension and retention of the DNS
lookup process as a result of playing the game. The study consisted of one pretest
before playing Packet Delivery, one post-test immediately after the game, and a
follow-up post-test approximately two weeks later. The study quantitatively analyzed
the following objectives:
1. Did the students successfully learn the basics of the DNS lookup process through
the use of Packet Delivery?
2. Did the students successfully use the “Address Book” upgrade in Packet Deliv-
ery to grasp the concept of DNS cache?
3. Were the concepts taught in Packet Delivery memorable, such that students
were able to retain the information?
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The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. This thesis will discuss back-
ground knowledge to support its research in Chapter 2. Next, this thesis will discuss
prior related literature in Chapter 3 to explain how related work is used as a foun-
dation for the development of Packet Delivery. Learning methodologies and details
about Packet Delivery will be discussed in Chapter 4. The implementation of Packet
Delivery will be discussed in Chapter 5. The study surrounding Packet Delivery and
its effectiveness will be discussed in Chapter 6 and the results of the study will be
discussed in Chapter 7. Conclusions of this research will be discussed in Chapter 8
and Future Work will be discussed in Chapter 9. All related documents, code, and
other supporting material can be found in the Appendix.
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Chapter 2
Background
The research, experimental design, and methodology surrounding the development of
Packet Delivery relies on knowledge from many fields, including the Domain Name
System (DNS) structure, video game development, and educational research. This
chapter will discuss in detail much of the background knowledge required for under-
standing the methodologies behind the development of Packet Delivery. Section 2.1
will discuss the DNS structure, which is the core educational topic presented within
Packet Delivery. Section 2.2 will discuss the video game development cycle to explain
the process for developing a video game and the resources required to do so. Section
2.3 will discuss how learning objectives of an educational medium can be qualitatively
assessed using the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy. Finally, Section 2.4 will discuss the
pedagogical frameworks that form the basis of the teaching approach used in Packet
Delivery.
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2.1 DNS Lookup
The Domain Name System (DNS) structure organization assists in tracking all web
domains worldwide in a scalable manner such that it produces a requested IP address
in a minimal amount of total steps. In order for the DNS system to keep track of
websites across the world, the DNS system hosts a registry or log of URLs, such as
www.unl.edu. The DNS system takes the URL which exists within a log and maps
the URL to an IP address, which acts as the unique calling address of a specific server.
Once an IP address is known to a user through the DNS lookup process, that user
may then directly contact the requested server at the specified IP address in order to
locate specific information.
There are several types of DNS lookup processes supported by DNS, including
forward DNS lookup, reverse DNS lookup, and recursive lookups. Forward DNS
lookup requests translate a URL into an IP address, which often occurs when visiting
new websites. Likewise, reverse DNS lookup requests translate an IP address into
a domain name, which can assist with behind-the-scenes management of a website.
Within the forward and reverse lookup processes, the DNS lookup system supports
recursive lookup requests that minimize the number of DNS requests sent by a client
computer [20,24]. For the purposes of simplicity, the research and lessons surrounding
Packet Delivery focused on non-recursive forward DNS lookup as pictured in Figure
2.1.
The forward DNS lookup process begins with a real-world computer, referred to
as a DNS client, sending a DNS request containing a URL to a Root DNS server.
The Root DNS server then replies with the address of the appropriate Top-Level
Domain (TLD) DNS server overseeing the related DNS zone. Using the example
of the www.unl.edu request, the Root DNS server would respond with the address
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Figure 2.1: Forward DNS Lookup Structure
of the TLD server for the .edu zone of addresses. Next, the client would send the
same request for www.unl.edu to the .edu TLD server, which would respond with
the address of the Authoritative Name DNS server for the appropriate domain name,
such as unl.edu. Then, the client would send an identical request to the Authoritative
Name DNS server, which would respond with the IP address of the requested server.
By contrast, for a recursive forward DNS lookup process, the DNS servers would
send the DNS request directly to the next step; namely the Root DNS server directly
forwards the request to the TLD server and the TLD server directly forwards the
request to the Authoritative Name server. Once the Authoritative Name server has
determined the correct IP address that corresponds to a given URL, the Authoritative
Name server passes the IP address up the DNS structure in reverse order until the
IP address arrives at the user’s computer [20,22].
In order to optimize the DNS lookup process, DNS utilizes a cache to store recently
requested IP addresses to assist in the DNS lookup process. IP addresses are saved
in the DNS cache for quick reference and allow client computers to query the cache
before starting the lookup process. If a requested URL is found in the cache, the
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client then skips the full lookup process and uses the cached IP address [20,24].
The DNS lookup process is a foundational component of human-computer inter-
action within a 21st century society and highlights the extreme disparity between
human comprehension and a computer’s algorithmic capabilities. Humans use mem-
orable words or phrases for URLs and have difficulty remembering the IP address
associated with the URL. In contrast, computers process numerical data more effi-
ciently than written text, so IP addresses are more efficient. Therefore, the DNS
process assists in facilitating more natural human-computer interactions by using a
lookup system to associate the text of a URL to the appropriate numerical IP ad-
dress [20].
2.2 Video Game Development Cycle
Developing a video game requires many tools and often takes months or years to com-
plete. Any video game requires art, design, audio, story or dialogue, programming, a
game engine, and testing. To fulfill some of these components, there are many online
resources where creative works are posted which allow developers to download assets
for free or under a paid license. Likewise, commercial game engines are available that
provide core generic game functionality [21,28]. The Unity game engine in particular
has proven 2D game development support, which ultimately was the deciding factor
in adopting the Unity platform for Packet Delivery.
The term “video game” often refers explicitly to the game on top of the game en-
gine and excludes any engine components. Video games include many aspects of de-
sign and development, such as programming, art, music, levels, character, gameplay,
and user interface (UI) [21, 25, 28]. Art and music assets are supported in commer-
cial game engines using industry-standard file extensions [28]. For Packet Delivery,
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standard 2D art files such as PNG or JPG files formed sprites, tilemap pallets, and
background images. Likewise, in-game music used WAV or MP3 files. Levels and
the player’s UI are created within the Unity engine using its scene editor view, which
serves as a “what you see is what you get” (WYSIWYG) editor using drag-and-drop
functionality to construct the level. A level in Unity is referred to as a “scene” and
consists of many game objects, including visible and invisible game objects. Visible
game objects, such as player or environmental objects, are ones that render on the
screen during gameplay. By contrast, invisible game objects are ones that typically
operate behind the scenes, such as triggers that change the game’s state when the
player reaches a given goal or location.
Gameplay aspects of a game refer to the player’s experience, including the use of
mechanics, quests, upgrades, and in-game items. The gameplay is often measured by
the qualitative experience of the user when playing the video game, otherwise known
“feel” of the game, in addition to the overall difficulty of the game itself [25]. In order
to maximize the qualitative experience of the user, Packet Delivery ’s gameplay utilizes
a simplistic design to present complex concepts in a relatable manner. Whereby,
in order to compensate for the overall challenge of learning about the DNS lookup
process, the difficulty of Packet Delivery ’s gameplay was scaled down to encourage the
player’s learning progression. If the gameplay of Packet Delivery was designed to be
more rigorous, this could potentially detract from the learning progression of the DNS
lookup process by forcing the player to spend much more time mastering gameplay
mechanics rather than learning the target concepts. Though Packet Delivery did not
utilize quests or complex mechanics like other games in its genre, the game utilizes
a simplistic upgrade system to facilitate learning through gameplay as the game
progresses.
Finally, a game engine provides core functionality such as player input, computer
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game feedback control systems, game physics, rendering, and game audio control sys-
tems. Smaller projects, such as Packet Delivery, employ commercial game engines
such as Unity or Unreal Engine so that the developers may focus solely on the de-
velopment process of the game itself and less on having to develop core program
functionality which is applicable to multiple projects [21, 25, 28]. The Unity engine
used for Packet Delivery supports C# programming with some custom engine-specific
libraries, so C# is the primary language for all Packet Delivery custom classes and
assisting scripts. To assist with programming the various components within Packet
Delivery, Visual Studio served as the integrated development environment (IDE) for
Unity C# programming.
2.3 Bloom’s Taxonomy
The revised Bloom’s Taxonomy is the modern model of both the educational devel-
opment of a particular student and how the brain acquires knowledge when presented
with new ideas. Bloom’s taxonomy is a system which seeks to quantify the quality of a
particular educational process by first defining the components of the learning within
a hierarchy. An educational process can then be assessed for learning effectiveness by
rank ordering a given educational process according to what components that educa-
tional system addresses within the Bloom learning hierarchy. As shown in Figure 2.2,
the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy orders the process of learning into the following tiers:
remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, and create. Remembering informa-
tion and definitions is considered the lowest tier of an educational process within the
revised Bloom’s Taxonomy. Conversely, being able to apply the learning process in
order to create a novel solution is considered the highest tier of the revised Bloom’s
Taxonomy [23].
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Figure 2.2: The tiers of the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy [4]
The revised Bloom’s Taxonomy goes on to define the remember tier as being
the step within an educational framework whereby students are asked to recall basic
facts and figures with respect to a concept which has been presented to the student.
The understand tier is defined by the process step within an educational framework
whereby students are asked to utilize their rote memorization skills to explain con-
cepts and ideas to others. The apply tier is defined as being the process step whereby
a student can take well-descretized concepts and apply knowledge which has been
gained to solve a new problem statement. The analyze tier is defined as being the
process step whereby a student utilizes deductive and inductive skills in order to de-
compose the solution of a problem statement and apply sub components or techniques
utilized within a given solution to other situations. The evaluate tier is defined as
being the educational process step whereby a student can produce a justification for
a particular analysis of a problem statement [23].
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2.4 Pedagogical Frameworks
Apprenticeship learning, constructivism, and scaffolding are all used concurrently in
modern classroom education to plan and track student progress towards the given
learning objectives. Within a classroom environment, apprenticeship learning has
led to the development of many classroom exercises and learning activities. In addi-
tion, apprenticeship learning serves to frame the student-teacher relationship within a
classroom environment [14]. Similarly, constructivism provides a framework for edu-
cators to structure the curriculum content within a classroom to increase the efficacy
of the learning experience by noting that education is not simply a matter of rote
memorization or repetition, but also a process of converting social and cultural in-
teraction into mental faculties [12]. Lastly, educational scaffolding helps connect and
build upon both the apprenticeship learning and constructivist educational paradigms
by emphasizing the social dimension of apprenticeship pedagogies with the particu-
lar introduction of certain learning management practices. Scaffolding insists that
a teacher should identify the individual pieces associated with learning a particular
concept and ensure that the introduction of each concept leads from a prerequisite
concept [2]. Through the proper application and adoption of apprenticeship learn-
ing, constructivism, and educational scaffolding, educators can efficiently plan and
execute their lessons for any given curriculum.
Apprenticeship learning, also known as cognitive apprenticeship, is an interac-
tive, guided approach to developing the skills for a task or general subject. As the
name implies, the concept of apprenticeship learning was associated with true ap-
prenticeship roles in the workforce where an apprentice learns by working alongside
an experienced laborer to learn a craft. Within the apprenticeship learning model,
students must first observe a master performing a given task. Students will then be
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expected to perform and implement a given task for themselves, at which point, the
master will guide the student to reform any mistakes or misunderstandings that might
exist. As the student becomes more knowledgeable about a process, the student will
be expected to become more independent and actively take more responsibility for
any defects within the quality of their work [10,14].
Constructivism is a pedogogical framework which emphasizes that student learn-
ing is a process of assimilating socio-cultural interactions into mental functions. In
particular, constructivism states that a subject “constructs” knowledge from the ob-
servation of social interactions and the internalization of those social behaviors. In
particular, general education can be enhanced utilizing the constructivist theory by
implementing external regulatory mechanisms such as timers, schedules, etc. within
the education process [12].
Scaffolding is a learning methodology used by educators to map lessons together
cohesively, which places emphasis on mapping class lessons together cohesively and
progressively to build the students toward achieving a specific course objective. Scaf-
folding, similar to constructivist theories, acknowledges the role of social interactions
within the learning process and theorizes that learning can be enhanced by the intro-
duction of certain classroom management techniques, such as social reinforcement.
In particular, it has been observed that leading questions can often provoke students
to ascertain certain preconceived conclusions. Through the use of multiple leading
questions, students can be trained to perform certain actions and activities without
the need of more rigorous frameworks. Additionally, scaffolding hypothesizes that
social encouragement, social organization, and work structuring are key to being able
to facilitate learning within a particular curriculum [2].
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Chapter 3
Related Work
The proper design of educational video games must rely on advances made within the
fields of learning development, pedagogical frameworks for content delivery, and video
game design. Over the past 20 years, many advancements have been made with re-
spect to fields of adolescent learning development, with the revised Bloom’s taxonomy
becoming a central theory regarding the learning development process. Likewise, ad-
vances have been made concerning effective pedagogical frameworks by which knowl-
edge can be transmitted to students. Theories concerning apprenticeship learning,
abstraction refinement, educational scaffolding, and constructivism have been posited
to described effective knowledge development strategies for adolescents. Finally, due
to commercial demand for new education mediums, there have been many advances
into utilizing video games as a platform for educational content delivery. Section 3.1
will detail the use of the revised Bloom’s taxonomy within recent educational video
game research. Section 3.2 will discuss in detail about modern pedagogical frame-
works that exist within educational science, such as research regarding apprenticeship
learning, abstraction refinement, scaffolding, and constructivism. Lastly, Section 3.3
will discuss previous research using educational video games and video game engines
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to supplement coursework, thereby increasing learning efficacy, beginning with a dis-
cussion into the applicability of educational video games within college coursework
and then narrowing to the applicability of educational video games to computer sci-
ence classes.
3.1 Bloom’s Taxonomy
As described in Section 2.3, the revised Bloom’s taxonomy is a model of learning
development which organizes the knowledge acquisition process in such a manner
that one can then utilize this system as an analytical tool to qualitatively assess
the efficacy of pedagogical approaches [23]. Utilizing the revised Bloom’s taxonomy
model, Chavez [9] developed the educational video game CyComEx, which was used
to teach U.S. Air Force cyber operations concepts to the students in the Air Force
Institute of Technology’s Introduction to Cyber Warfare course. Within CyComEx,
Chavez incorporated the key terms identified within the revised Bloom’s taxonomy,
such as “identify” for remember-tier concepts and “explain” for evaluate-tier con-
cepts, in order to construct the learning objectives within the game. In addition,
Weng et. al. [32] created ARTé: Mecenas, a video game designed to teach art history
concepts from the Italian Renaissance period to Texas A&M University students.
Bloom’s Taxonomy assisted Weng et. al. in designing learning objectives to match
various tiers, such as “evaluating” the relationship between two societal parties given
the historical context [23, 32]. The research from Chavez and Weng et. al. pro-
vides concrete evidence to suggest that using the revised Bloom’s taxonomy to design
learning objectives allows educators to analyze the game’s objectives and the level
of critical thinking required for students to successfully complete the game. There-
fore, the revised Bloom’s taxonomy can be a powerful tool which allows developers to
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smoothly design gameplay around the learning objectives to ensure a balance between
educational value and entertainment value.
3.2 Pedagogical Frameworks
As stated by Collins et. al. [10], apprenticeship learning develops a student’s problem
solving capabilities through an iterative cycle of observe, perform, and reform. As an
example, Eberle et. al. [14] make the observation that during early childhood devel-
opment, children, after observing their parents performing the action of doing chores,
will become more progressively involved with tasks under parental guidance until
such a point where they’ve gained complete mastery over the action of completing a
given chore. Therefore, due to its efficacy, the apprenticeship learning methodology
has been successfully incorporated into the modern classroom and has been shown to
qualitatively enhance student education via the introduction of various “hands-on”
assignments, class projects, and classroom exercises [14].
As defined by Gampell et. al. [17], constructivism “considers learning as an active,
experiential, and socially driven learning process.” Gampell et. al. utilizes construc-
tivism to map the learning objectives for several educational video games (Earth Girl
2, Sai Fa - The Flood Fighter, Stop Disasters!, and Stop Disasters 2.0 ) designed to
teach high school students about natural disasters. Similarly, Vasalou et. al. [30] use
constructivism in video games to train reading skills that improve dyslexia through
the game Words Matter. In the above games, both Gampell et. al. and Vasalou et. al.
emphasize social interaction and player engagement in gameplay, which enhances the
student motivation and their resulting learning outcomes. Through the use of con-
structivist video games, students are therefore able to test their knowledge and learn
from the gameplay to construct novel world views according to the lessons [17,18,30].
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According to Monjelat et. al. [27], there are four main types of scaffolding: proce-
dural scaffolds, conceptual scaffolds, metacognitive scaffolds, and strategic scaffolds.
First, Monjelat et. al. explains that procedural scaffolds within educational environ-
ments emphasize the methodology and procedural steps by which students learn the
materials presented for a particular concept can help facilitate learning. Procedural
scaffolding theorizes that problem solving methodologies should evolve sequentially as
course lessons become more complex. Secondly, Monjelat et. al. states that concep-
tual scaffolds focus on evolving the relationship between each individual concept and
the manner in which those concepts build upon a student’s current knowledge base in
order to obtain a desired learning objective. Third, metacognitive scaffolds encourage
students to conceptualize the manner in which they approach a particular problem
solving formulation and rationalize the applicability of a problem solving strategy to
a particular problem statement. Finally, strategic scaffolds emphasize the need for
students to understand that multiple strategies or approaches might be applicable
to a given problem statement [27]. Dore et. al. [13] emphasizes the use of scaffold-
ing through the example of joint media engagement supporting childhood learning.
Dore observed that joint media engagement, such as a child and adult engaged with
watching television together, can help facilitate childhood learning due to the adult
providing direct feedback and mentorship to the child over the course of watching a
television program. Data collected by Dore et. al. indicates that children benefit
from watching television with their parents via the parents’s ability to identify signif-
icant concepts from television programs, such as Sesame Street, and explain how that
concept is directly applicable to their everday lives [13]. In conclusion, observations
by Dore et. al. provides a concrete application of conceptual scaffolding as identified
by Monjalet et. al. and demonstrates the effectiveness of conceptual scaffolds within
a student’s learning experience.
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3.3 Video Games in Education
Video games are increasingly recognized as potentially educational tools for a variety
of subjects within primary, secondary, and post-secondary education curricula. Mayer
[26] notes that there exist five classes of theories surrounding the utility of video
games within educational settings and proposes that educational video games are
most effective whenever the following occurs:
• Students are pursuing topics which they are interested in learning.
• Students are pursuing subjects which they feel confident in completing.
• Video games present students with attainable goals and educational tasks which
allow student to progressively master content.
• Students are internally motivated to learn a given subject matter.
• Students feel socially connected with their instructor and learning environment.
Mayer’s research provides evidence to substantiate these theories through a meta-
analysis of five educational experiement groups with respect to “value-added research”
in education, “cognitive consequences research” and “media comparisons research”
[26]. Fokides et. al. provides further evidence to support the theories proposed by
Mayer’s research through their qualitative study into factors influencing subjective
learning effectiveness within educational games. Fokides et. al. find that game
enjoyment, relevance to personal interests, subjective goal clarity, subjective video
game realism, and subjective narration adequacy have a significant impact on the
effectiveness of learning via educational games. However, in contrast to Mayer’s
research, Fokides et. al. found that user motivation had little impact on learning
effectiveness of educational games [16].
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It has been demonstrated that even mainstream commercial video games, which
are not inherently designed with the intention of creating or reinforcing learning envi-
ronments, can indeed lead students to improve certain “graduate attributes,” namely
communication skills, resourcefulness, and adaptability. In particular, Barr [5–7] per-
formed experiments measuring whether user’s graduate abilities improved through
playing popular video games, including Warcraft III, Minecraft, Portal 2, and Team
Fortress 2. Barr’s studies conclude that graduate attributes are positively affected af-
ter only 14 hours of video game play time due to the inherent teamwork and problem-
solving components contained within the game. Therefore, Barr’s studies expose the
wide potential for educational institutions to utilize off-the-shelf video games in order
to reinforce graduate attributes [5–7]. Annatta’s research group provides supporting
evidence for Barr’s conclusion by demonstrating that both commercial video games
and educational games can be utilized as educational tools for various topics, such as
science, history, and communication skills, when those games are selected to provide
a balance between educational value and entertainment value, i.e. specifically games
that provide “productive play” environments [3].
With respect to computer science education in particular, various studies have
illustrated that both playing and developing video games can be used to expand stu-
dents’ software development skills. Richert et. al. [31] uses the Unity game engine
to teach a sound design course to computer science and sound design majors at the
University of California at Irvine. Richert et. al. showed that students learned the
technical implementation behind audio assets via the Unity game engine in a man-
ner that is both applicable to their learned skills and inspiring to the students [31].
Similarly, Garneli et. al. [19] utilizes Scratch, a drag-and-drop interface used in com-
puter science education, to teach middle school students physics-based principles via
programming. Within Garneli’s study, a control group learned the physics lessons
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by developing a simulation whereas the experimental group learned the same physics
concepts via developing a video game. Garneli’s experimental group was found to
retain more of the target knowledge as well as display higher overall motivation than
the students within the control group [19]. In contrast to programming games as a
means of learning, Chaffin et. al. [8] utilizes video games as a method of teaching
students via playing EleMental: The Recurrence. Chaffin et. al. conducted a study
of 43 participants at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte, most of whom
were juniors with prior experience in Java or C++, and found that the participants
expressed increased motivation for learning course subjects and exhibited overall in-
creased academic results when compared to traditional in-class learning. Chaffin et.
al. attributes these findings to the gameplay and visualization effects. Students re-
ported that they believe game assignments “make you think more outside the box”
and are better suited for their individual learning styles [8].
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Chapter 4
Educational Game Approach
An educational video game, called Packet Delivery, was developed as a computer
science educational tool to effectively analyze student learning comprehension and
retention via the use of educational video games. In order to properly structure the
gameplay, game progression mechanisms, and learning objectives of Packet Delivery,
the game was designed to incorporate the apprenticeship learning, constructivism, and
scaffolding learning methodologies. A study was then created to formally and quan-
titatively analyze the learning outcomes of Packet Delivery via the revised Bloom’s
taxonomy in order to measure the efficacy of Packet Delivery ’s teaching strategy.
Packet Delivery starts by displaying a short dialogue between the player and their
“boss” to present the premise of delivering packages without addresses. This initial
scene acts to provide an explanation of the constraints within the game, a presenta-
tion of the gameplay’s objectives, and an introduction of the mechanisms by which
the player will go about obtaining the game objectives. Further, by presenting an
initial scene where the player character takes on the persona of a messenger car-
rier whose job is to report to the non-player character (NPC) character “Boss,” the
game psychologically sets the player into the mindset that the DNS lookup process
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is analogous to the process of delivering messages between houses.
Following the introduction dialogue between the player character and their boss,
Packet Delivery displays an objectives screen and a series of instruction screens.
The objectives screen shows the player a list of gameplay objectives that they must
accomplish to finish the game. Next, the instruction screens explain Packet Delivery ’s
money system (used as a progression mechanism), the computer interface, and player
controls. Finally, the player is placed into the office to start the message delivery
process whereby the player is instructed to utilize the office computer to request a
new delivery task. From there, in-game prompts instruct the player to go to the Root
Village Lookup Agency, where an NPC assists in redirecting the player to the correct
neighborhood lookup agency. At the neighborhood lookup agency, the player speaks
with another NPC that reveals the recipient’s address, which technically ends the
lookup process for that recipient. For purposes of this game, the neighborhood lookup
agency is analogous to both the Top-Level Domain DNS server and the Authoritative
Name server combined into one step. To complete the delivery process, the player
must find the given address and deliver the package, where the recipient will pay the
player for their service. Finally, the player can then use that money to buy upgrades
to assist in the delivery process. The entire process of the player interacting with the
game is described below:
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1. The “boss” presents the premise of delivering packages without addresses.
2. The player is shown an objectives screen detailing all necessary gameplay ob-
jectives.
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3. The player is shown two instruction screens explaining the controls, computer
UI, and starting instructions.
4. The player starts a delivery in the office at the office computer.
5. The player brings the delivery information from step 4 to the Root Village
Lookup Agency, which redirects the player to the necessary local lookup agency.
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6. The player brings the delivery information from step 4 to the neighborhood
lookup agency the player was redirected to in step 5, which points the player
to the correct residence.
7. The player delivers the package to the resident and is paid $10.
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8. The player returns to the office, purchases upgrades from the computer as
they’re able, and starts the next delivery.
9. Repeat steps 4 - 8 until the “Where Credit is Due” upgrade is unlocked, which
takes the player to the credits scene.
There are two overall objectives in Packet Delivery the player must accomplish
to win the game. The first objective is to use the Lookup Agency system to deliver
packages. This in-game lookup system reflects the DNS server organization, so the
process to find a recipient’s address closely resembles that of the DNS lookup process.
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The second objective is to earn money to purchase upgrades. The available upgrades
can be educational tools, quality of life upgrades, or gameplay goals. The “Where
Credit is Due” upgrade is required to complete the game, which has prerequisites that
teach optimizations or specific DNS lookup details. The upgrade system is discussed
further in Section 4.4. Through the two objectives, the participant will acquire a basic
understanding of the DNS lookup process, including details about the DNS lookup
requests, the DNS server organization, and the DNS cache optimization.
4.1 Game Map Design and Gamification
The town within Packet Delivery is structured into four neighborhoods: Root Vil-
lage, COM Hills, ORG Park, and NET Heights. The player’s interactions with Root
Village are symbolic of the Root DNS server interaction, which take place whenever
a computer undergoes a DNS lookup process. Likewise, the player’s interactions with
the neighborhood lookup agencies are symbolic of the TLD server interactions in
the DNS lookup process. For purposes of simplicity in this game, the neighborhood
lookup agency serves as both the TLD server and the Authoritative server combined
into one step to allow for clear and engaging gameplay. Although the game simpli-
fies the process of DNS lookup in order to facilitate the player interactions with the
game itself, these simplifications are made clear to the player within the game lessons
associated with the “Exit the Matrix” upgrade.
Each neighborhood contains one lookup agency and many houses. Each house
within a given neighborhood has an address within that top-level domain. The colo-
cation of the houses within the same neighborhood was a design decision made to
enhance the gameplay experience and give meaning to Packet Delivery’s multi-layered
lookup system but does not necessarily represent any DNS structural design. In ear-
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Figure 4.1: Overview of Packet Delivery Game Map
Figure 4.2: Overview of Packet Delivery COM Hills Neighborhood
lier iterations of the game, the houses were less organized. However, through testing,
the decision to organize houses by neighborhood proved to enable more engaging
gameplay. Additionally, placing the player’s office in Root Village helped enforce the
concept that the requesting computer can always locate the Root DNS server. No
recipients are in Root Village to ensure Packet Delivery can reinforce the multi-layer
lookup process.
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Location Neighborhood DNS Role
Packet Delivery Office Root Village Personal Computer
Root Village Lookup Agency Root Village Root Server
COM Hills Lookup Agency COM Hills COM TLD & Auth Server
ORG Park Lookup Agency ORG Park ORG TLD & Auth Server
NET Heights Lookup Agency NET Heights NET TLD & Auth Server
Residence COM, ORG, or NET Web Server
Table 4.1: Lookup Agency Roles
Within Packet Delivery, each lookup agency location represents a server within the
DNS lookup process, as shown in Table 4.1. For example, the Root Village Lookup
Agency mimics the Root DNS server in real DNS lookup by redirecting the player to
the appropriate neighborhood lookup agency, just as the Root DNS server redirects
the requesting computer to the respective TLD server. Similarly, the neighborhood
lookup agency locations symbolically present both the TLD and Authoritative Name
servers in one step, such as the “COM Hills Lookup Agency” representing the COM
TLD server and all subordinate Authoritative Name servers. In DNS lookup, a TLD
server would only track which Authoritative server to redirect the user towards and
that Authoritative server would then produce the IP address requested by the user.
In Packet Delivery, the TLD server simplifies the lookup process by providing the IP
address, which allows for expeditious gameplay without sacrificing the game’s overall
DNS lookup structure.
4.2 Request Detail Manifestation
Letters in Packet Delivery represent the packets sent to the requested server after
the DNS lookup process has concluded. For example, a letter might represent a
request to retrieve a real world webpage. Before sending a request to any server
on the internet, a computer must use the DNS lookup process to determine the IP
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Figure 4.3: Example of a letter in Packet Delivery
address associated with the requested server. Likewise, within Packet Delivery, the
player can only deliver a letter after they use the lookup agency system to determine
the recipient’s address. Each letter contains an author, a recipient, and a message
to further the postal service analogy. As a gameplay plot device, the player must
keep track of the recipient’s name throughout the lookup process and can refer to
their task tracker or office computer for reminders. However, as a design detail, the
author and message body only provide context and entertainment value. Once the
player purchases the “Exit the Matrix” upgrade, the letter’s author and recipient
change from proper names to URLs while all other information contained within each
individual letter remains unchanged to analogously reflect the details of DNS lookup
requests.
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4.3 Learning Objectives
A primary challenge in Packet Delivery ’s design was a video game where the player
would benefit from both the educational value and entertainment value of the game
while simultaneously creating a game world which would analogously connect the
concepts of DNS lookup with the player’s actions within the game. To be a successful
educational tool, Packet Delivery metaphorically introduced two concepts through
gameplay: the fundamentals of the DNS lookup process and the basics of DNS cache.
Additionally, the apprenticeship learning, constructivism, and scaffolding learning
paradigms were employed to help facilitate student learning of the concepts presented
within Packet Delivery. The paragraphs below discuss how Packet Delivery balanced
educational value with entertainment value and how the players learned the target
concepts through gameplay. In particular, Packet Delivery engages in the following
learning mechanisms:
1. Packet Delivery employs a “learn by doing” strategy based on the apprentice-
ship learning paradigm where the game’s premise results in students learning
the steps of the DNS lookup process through the action analogously delivering
mail within the game.
2. The reward for succesfully completing a task is that the player obtains cash as
a result of completing in-game deliveries, which act as a constructivist social
reward mechanism encouraging the student to repeat their task of delivering
the messages.
3. The student constructs within their mind the idea that the DNS lookup process
obeys a process of repeated delivery actions; the “boss” NPC acts as an in-game
guide or teacher mechanism to facilitate the player’s interactions.
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4. The “Exit the Matrix” upgrade acts as a scaffolding learning mechanism within
the game by building upon the existing game world and the player’s knowledge
of the mail delivery system in order to refine the player’s understanding of the
DNS lookup process. Once the player has purchased the “Exit the Matrix”
upgrade, Packet Delivery explains the correlation between the delivery process
and the DNS lookup process through the use of in-game lessons to further refine
the details of the postal service analogy.
Packet Delivery ’s first objective was to teach the player about the DNS lookup pro-
cess and DNS server structure via using the in-game lookup agency system. Through
the process of repeated user interactions with the in-game lookup agency system,
Packet Delivery guides the player through learning details of server structure and
interactions. Packet Delivery starts by using apprenticeship learning to guide the
player through the stages of the delivery process and providing hints for the player’s
next delivery step. As the game progresses, the player gradually transitions to deliv-
ering the letters through rote memorization of location details with access to in-game
hints as needed. To connect the in-game postal delivery service metaphor to the DNS
lookup process, Packet Delivery uses the “Exit the Matrix” upgrade and accompany-
ing lesson to provide a one-to-one comparison between the player’s experience and the
DNS lookup process. The “Exit the Matrix” lesson explains the correlation between
DNS servers and the lookup agency system, the correlation between in-game letters
and DNS requests, and the gameplay simplification decisions in Packet Delivery that
differ from the DNS lookup process. Through the repetition of using the delivery pro-
cess, the “Exit the Matrix” upgrade, and the accompanying lesson, Packet Delivery
successfully presented lookup process details to the player.
Packet Delivery ’s second objective was to teach the player about DNS cache within
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the context of the postal service analogy. Packet Delivery utilizes the scaffolding
learning methodology to present the concept of DNS cache via an in-game address
book. After the “Address Book” upgrade is unlocked, the player has the opportunity
to learn about the address book, its uses within Packet Delivery, and the correlation
between an address book and the real DNS cache through an in-game lesson. Packet
Delivery further refines the correlation between the address book and the DNS cache
concepts after the player unlocks “Exit the Matrix” where the game replaces location
names and upgrade titles with proper DNS lookup terminology. Therefore, through
the “Address Book” upgrade, DNS cache is presented in a relatable manner such
that players without any prior knowledge of DNS lookup can easily understand those
concepts.
Finally, the primary challenge within the design of Packet Delivery was to con-
vey the DNS lookup process and DNS cache learning concepts in a manner that
is memorable and relatable to the player. As part of the postal service analogy,
Packet Delivery ’s design uses family-friendly characters, environments, and music
that mimics the aesthetics of retro games from the 1990s. Further, the postal ser-
vice analogy provides a foundation for a roleplaying game, which inspired the choice
of aesthetics. Ultimately, these design decisions enhance the fluidity of the player’s
experience, thereby allowing the sentimental feeling towards the game and lessons
learned during gameplay to remain with the player after they have completed the
game. To quantitatively measure the design choices with respect to Packet Deliv-
ery ’s gameplay as well as the learning objectives structure, the study questionnaires
measured each participant’s learning progress and content retention. The participant
received a pre-test before playing the game to gauge their prior knowledge regarding
DNS lookup concepts. The participant received a post-test immediately following the
game to gauge their short-term comprehension of the DNS lookup concepts. Lastly,
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the participant received a follow-up post-test approximately two weeks following the
post-test to measure the participant’s content retention. Chapter 6 will discuss the
study questionnaires and evaluation methodologies in further detail.
4.4 Learning Comprehension Devices
In any video game, an upgrade system allows the player to unlock components, re-
ferred to as upgrades, to assist in progressing the gameplay. Upgrades can either be
required or optional depending on the context. Required upgrades serve as prerequi-
sites to levels or other gameplay features. By contrast, optional upgrades assist the
player in minor or non-critical roles. Upgrades that do not directly affect the main
objectives but only enhance the player’s gameplay experience are called “Quality of
Life” (QoL) upgrades. The upgrade system in Packet Delivery supports the game’s
learning objectives by teaching the player about DNS lookup process details, teach-
ing about possible DNS lookup optimizations, and providing general QoL upgrades
to make the gameplay enjoyable.
Name of Upgrade Purpose Description
Task Tracker QoL Reminds player of delivery details
Company Running Shoes QoL Allows the player to run faster
Address Book DNS “Caches” the recent delivery details
Address Book Slot DNS Expands the address book “cache”
Exit the Matrix Gamification Replace game details with DNS details
Where Credit is Due End Goal Ends the game and proceeds to credits
Table 4.2: Gameplay Upgrade Details
The major gamification upgrade within Packet Delivery is the “Exit the Matrix”
upgrade that acts as a plot device that furthers the character’s progress to the next
stage of the game. Additionally, the “Exit the Matrix” upgrade implements the
abstraction refinement learning paradigm by introducing specific DNS lookup ter-
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minology upon purchasing the upgrade. Immediately after the purchase, the game
shows a three-part lesson explaining the correlation between the in-game lookup sys-
tem structure and the DNS lookup system. Specifically, the game teaches the player
about practical applications of DNS lookup and introduces proper terminology to
replace key game terms. The “Exit the Matrix” transition includes changing letter
recipient names to URLs, changing delivery destinations to IP addresses, changing
destination names to reflect accurate DNS server titles, and upgrade titles to reflect
DNS system terminology.
Figure 4.4: Packet Delivery ’s Address Book Before the “Exit the Matrix” Upgrade
Similarly to the “Exit the Matrix” upgrade, the player learns about the DNS cache
optimization through the “Address Book” upgrade. In Packet Delivery, the address
book analogously represents the DNS cache by storing recent delivery destinations
and allows the player to circumvent the lookup process in the event of a repeat
recipient. The address book begins with the capacity to hold three recently visited
address entries, which is upgradable to five total entries via the “Add Address Book
Slot” upgrade. Through the “Exit the Matrix” upgrade, the game introduces the
“DNS cache” title and adjusts details stored in the address book to reflect real DNS
cache entries. Specifically, the address book replaces URLs with recipient names and
IP addresses with residence house numbers.
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Figure 4.5: Packet Delivery ’s Task Tracker Before (Left) and After (Right) the “Exit
the Matrix” Upgrade
The QoL upgrades in this game are the “Task Tracker” and “Company Running
Shoes” upgrades. The task tracker displays important delivery details in the player’s
heads up display (HUD) to remind them of their current recipient’s name and the
next step in their current delivery process. Upon purchasing the “Exit the Matrix”
upgrade, the task tracker aids in abstraction refinement by displaying the recipient’s
information and the player’s next step with refined DNS request properties, such as
replacing the recipient’s name with a URL and displaying the altered title for the next
delivery step. Examples of altered titles would be “Root DNS Server” instead of “Root
Village Lookup Agency,” which further reflects the real DNS request destination. In
this manner, the task tracker upgrade helps to further the plot of the game by guiding
the player to the next destination. Similarly to the “Task Tracker” upgrade, the
“Company Running Shoes” upgrade only assists in the player’s gameplay experience.
The running shoes allow the player to run faster, which ultimately leads to faster
delivery times and thus completing the game quicker. Subsequently, both the task
tracker and company running shoes enhance the player’s overall gameplay experience,
allowing for smoother and emotionally less grinding gameplay. Since these upgrades
facilitate the character moving through the routines of the game at a quicker pace,
these upgrades also hypothetically increase the rate at which users will be able to be
exposed to certain learning concepts within the game.
To finish the Packet Delivery objectives, the player must purchase the “Where
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Figure 4.6: Packet Delivery Credit Scene
Credit is Due” upgrade. This upgrade requires the player to acquire the “Exit the
Matrix” upgrade, the address book, and the task tracker before completing the game
to ensure the player explored all required components of the game. Once the player
has met the necessary prerequisites and purchased the “Where Credit is Due” up-
grade, Packet Delivery redirects the player to the credit screen and then back to the
title screen. “Where Credit is Due” serves as a definitive goal that the player can
track throughout their gameplay to track upgrade and monetary requirements for
completing the game.
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Chapter 5
Packet Delivery Implementation
The implementation of Packet Delivery occurred as an iterative cycle, which allowed
for continuously refining the design and gameplay features as the game expanded.
Packet Delivery utilized the Unity 2018 game engine and the C# programming lan-
guage in order to streamline the game design process and minimize the amount of
time spent building core game engine mechanisms such as player input handling sys-
tems, physics engines, and rendering systems. The art and music used within Packet
Delivery originates from online sources that published their work under the Creative
Commons license, with proper attribution given in the credits screen. On the other
hand, Packet Delivery utilized custom code, story, letter content, user interface de-
sign, and level design to create the postal service scenario which acts as the back
story to facilitate player learning for the various DNS lookup concepts. The im-
plementation of Packet Delivery ’s game map will be discussed in detail in Section
5.1, Packet Delivery ’s game architecture will be discussed further in Section 5.2, and
Packet Delivery ’s user interface architecture will be discussed in Section 5.3.
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5.1 Game Map
Figure 5.1: Packet Delivery Game Map and Neighborhood Screenshots
The game map in Packet Delivery utilizes tilemaps, which are grids that use
small images, or “tiles,” to create a cohesive scene that originated from sources such
as OpenGameArt.org [1] under the Creative Commons license. Further, the majority
of scene objects within Packet Delivery utilize tiles to compose the game’s buildings,
billboards, townspeople, and the player’s office furniture. Additionally, in order to
prevent the player from walking through objects within the play space, Packet De-
livery ’s game map utilized tilemap colliders to designate walkable and unwalkable
areas for the player. Within Packet Delivery, walkable regions exist by default within
the game space and include objects such as sidewalks, streets, grassy areas, and the
player’s office. By contrast, unwalkable regions have the effect of assisting the player
through navigating the play space and are designated by environmental objects such
as trees, water, and buildings. Finally, as a further game optimization, unwalkable
regions contain collision objects placed on the perimeter of a given unwalkable re-
gion, which effectively reduces the number of collision checks. Through the use of the
tilemap system, art objects within the game are properly organized in such a way
as to facilitate the storyline of the game. Likewise, the tilemap system provides a
basis for easily managing player-environmental interactions by defining walkable and
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unwalkable regions.
5.2 Game Architecture
Figure 5.2: Packet Delivery Logistics & Upgrades Screen
Figure 5.3: UML Diagram for Upgrades and Related Classes
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Packet Delivery is comprised of 5,400 lines of Unity C# code which defines the
overarching classes that support the user gameplay experience behind the scenes.
Additionally, in order to organize Packet Delivery ’s code, Packet Delivery can be
conceptualized as being organized with respect to various management systems that
help to regulate the interactivity between the user and the game itself. For example,
within Packet Delivery, the Gameplay Manager class acts as the backbone for the
entire Packet Delivery program by tying together the functionality of the Upgrade
Manager, Office Computer Manager, Lookup Agency Manager, Lookup Agency Chat
Manager, and Loading Manager classes. These critical management classes facili-
tate the storyline progression and the user interactivity with non-player characters
and game objects. Ultimately, through the structuring of these critical management
classes, Packet Delivery became very easy to scale, new content was able to be added
organically as the project progressed, and the management classes helped to facili-
tate the storyline progression and the user interactivity with non-player characters
and game objects through the controlled execution of various tertiary classes.
In video games, players utilize upgrades to progress through the game by ei-
ther unlocking abilities or new areas. Within Packet Delivery specifically, upgrades
provide the player with helpful tools to use during deliveries and act as game progres-
sion mechanisms to further the main storyline. The upgrade system within Packet
Delivery is controlled via the Upgrade Manager class, which is called by the Office
Computer Manager, Office Computer Lesson Manager, Lookup Agency Manager, and
Lookup Agency Chat Manager classes. Additionally, the Gameplay Manager has a
bidirectional relationship with the Upgrade Manager due to the fact that purchasing
an upgrade triggers changes within the larger game environment controlled by other
classes. For example, should the player purchase an expansion to the address book,
the Upgrade Manager will notify the Gameplay Manager that the HUD will need to
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be updated to reflect the changes caused by the upgrade expansion.
Most video games must contain some mechanism which allows the computer to
guide players around the game world or which acts to introduce new game mechanisms
and game items to the player. The Office Computer Manager, the Lookup Agency
Manager, and the Lookup Agency Chat Manager classes act as mechanisms which
control HUD elements and menu interactions. The Office Computer Manager acts to
oversee everything that happens in relation to the office computer. For example, upon
starting a new delivery, the Office Computer Manager will interact with the Gameplay
Manager and Letter Manager in order to initiate the next delivery. Additionally, if
the user is lost within the game world, the user may return to the computer at which
point the Office Computer Manager will display the delivery details and remind the
user of their next delivery step. Finally, the Office Computer Manager class will act
as an interface between the player to facilitate the upgrade activation and display
upgrade details and instructions.
The Lookup Agency manager class tracks all NPC residents within the game world
and helps to guide the player to a specific residence upon receiving a lookup request
from the player. The Lookup Agency Manager class is capable of tracking all NPC
resident information, including their neighborhood and specific residence address.
Additionally, the Lookup Agency Chat Manager serves as an interface between the
player and the Lookup Agency manager in the form of the NPC dialogue when the
player visits a lookup agency location. In particular, the Lookup Agency Chat Man-
ager receives the requested recipient name from the player and matches this against
the Lookup Agency Manager’s registry in order to efficiently guide the player towards
their delivery destination.
Finally, the Loading Manager acts to check all references for all of the other
manager classes, determines which starting references need to be initialized between
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manager classes, and loads all objects into file, before the game istelf actually reaches
the start screen. For example, before the game screen launches, the Loading Manager
will notify the Lookup Agency Manager in order to load all resident NPC addresses
from file. In addition, the Loading Manager also instructs the Upgrade Manager to
create all necessary upgrades so that the player may make the necessary purchase as
they progress through the game. Lastly, the Loading Manager will initialize whatever
values and references might be necessary for the Gameplay manager to accurately
reference other managers as the game progresses. After the loading phase of the
game is complete, the Loading Manager class is entirely destroyed.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the Upgrade system management screen which is controlled
by the Upgrade Manager and the Office Computer Manager classes. In Figure 5.3,
the UML diagram shows the structure of the upgrade system and related classes,
specifically showing multiplicity requirements and associations between each of the
classes. Lastly, Figure 5.4 illustrates the Packet Delivery Lesson Screens which are
controlled by the Office Computer Lesson Manager class.
5.3 User Interface Architecture
Role playing games contain a game world where the player character or main pro-
tagonist exist to fulfill some objective, mission or goal by progressing through the
storyline of the game itself. Careful consideration by a programmer must be given
to the specific interaction between the user and the game world, such that the game
world is itself meaningful and furthers the plot of the game. Secondly, consideration
by the programmer must be given to how to guide the user through the storyline so
that the player does not lose sight of the gameplay objectives. In order to accom-
plish the task of both facilitating a meaningful storyline within the game world and
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Figure 5.4: Packet Delivery Lessons Screenshots.
Top Left: Address Book Lesson, Top Right: Exit the Matrix Lesson pg 1, Bottom
Left: Exit the Matrix lesson pg 2, Bottom Right: Exit the Matrix pg 3
guiding the player to gameplay objectives, the proper consideration of user interface
becomes critical to creating a video game which contains a memorable experience.
Packet Delivery ’s UI is comprised of three components: the HUD, various in-game
interfaces, and NPC dialogue menus.
Within Packet Delivery, the HUD is comprised of multiple components: the min-
imap, the task tracker and the address book. The minimap provides the user a small
zoomed out birds eye view of a portion of the worldmap which directly surrounds
the player and is generated by rendering a secondary game camera to an image that
exists within the corner of the gamescreen. Secondly, the task tracker provides the
player with the newest delivery objectives. Third, the address book allows the player
to circumvent the lookup process for a recently visited address, effectively acting in an
analogous manner to the DNS cache. Within Packet Delivery, both the task tracker
and the address book are controlled by the HUD Manager class which checks with
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the Gameplay Manager whenever the user has received an updated task and updates
the task tracker accordingly. Similarly, when the player completes an entire delivery,
the HUD Manager class adds the recently visited address to the address book with
the help of the Cache Manager class. Ultimately, the HUD components collectively
assist the player in successfully navigating through the gameworld and completing
the various gameplay objectives and is therefore a vital component to the design of
Packet Delivery.
Within Packet Delivery, there exist multiple NPC dialogue components: NPC
dialogue that exists within the Lookup Agency and NPC dialogue that exists at
a specific house whenever a package has been delivered. NPC dialogue within the
Lookup Agency is primarily controlled by the Lookup Agency chat manager and is
activated whenever the player enters a Lookup Agency location. The NPC lookup
agency dialogue effectively serves as an interface between the Lookup Agency Manager
class and the player and guides the player to their next delivery step. By contrast, the
NPC dialogue that exists at a specific delivery location are controlled by the Home
Chat Manager class which interfaces with the Gameplay Manager class, and serve as a
reward mechanism both informing the user exactly how much money they’ve earned
for a given delivery and paying the player for their services. Upon the successful
completion of a delivery task, the Home Chat Manager class must update the users
objective list, telling the Gameplay Manager that the current task has been completed
by the player. The Gameplay Manager then resolves the player’s current task and
tells the HUD that the player must return to their office.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Methods
In order to measure the learning effectiveness of Packet Delivery, students from intro-
ductory computer science courses at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL) were
recruited to participate in a research study which aimed to measure content compre-
hension and retention of computer science concepts while using Packet Delivery as
an educational medium. The Packet Delivery study was composed of the following
three parts:
1. Students were given a pre-test with demographics questions and DNS lookup
content questions to gauge prior knowledge of DNS lookup.
2. Students were given a link to play Packet Delivery and a link to complete the
post-test with identical content questions to gauge content comprehension as a
result of playing the game.
3. Approximately two weeks following step 2, the students were given an identical
post-test (“retention test”) to gauge content retention.
First, in the comprehension and retention study, students took a pre-test to mea-
sure their prior knowledge of the DNS lookup process and gather demographic in-
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formation such as their year in school and their major. Second, approximately one
week following the pre-test, students were asked to play through Packet Delivery to
determine the game’s effectiveness as an educational medium. After the students
finished playing through Packet Delivery, students were then asked to take a post-
test to determine the degree of which students were able to master the DNS lookup
process concepts presented within the game. Finally, approximately two weeks follow-
ing the post-test, the students took the retention test to measure content retention.
The content questions across all three tests were designed using the revised Bloom’s
Taxonomy, which allowed the study to organize the various concepts involved within
learning the DNS lookup process by rank order. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic at
the time of this study, the students completed the individual steps of the study online
using their personal computers whereby the students would receive notifications from
their professors with links to take each test via Qualtrics. Additionally, the students
chose to either download Packet Delivery on their personal computer or play it in
their preferred browser.
6.1 Questionnaires
The pre-test, post-test, and retention test used for the comprehension and retention
study included questions which covered DNS lookup topics, including basic server
structure, optimizations, DNS request content, and the DNS cache optimization. All
three learning comprehension and retention tests included identical multiple-choice
questions to allow for a straightforward comparison of student learning progression
across each step of the Packet Delivery study. All questions were labeled using the
revised Bloom’s Taxonomy as discussed in Chapter 2 and distributed across the taxon-
omy tiers in such a manner that the tests could accurately gauge higher-level thinking
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utilizing the first five tiers of the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy: remember, understand,
apply, analyze, and evaluate. Due to the nature of the multiple-choice format of each
test, the study did not lend itself to successfully measure the create tier within the re-
vised Bloom’s Taxonomy and therefore was absent from the study. As shown in Table
6.1, half of the content questions within the Packet Delivery study were categorized as
belonging to the remember tier whereas the other half of the content questions were
evenly distributed among the remaining four categories [23]. Content questions that
belonged to higher ranked tiers, such as evaluate, required the participant to apply
their knowledge and critical thinking skills to new concepts that were not presented
in the in-game lessons. In contrast, content questions within the lower tiers, such
remember, required less critical thinking skills and used concepts that were covered
within Packet Delivery. The full list of test questions within the study and their
respective categorizations using Bloom’s taxonomy is shown in detail in Appendix C.
Bloom’s Taxonomy Level Number of Questions Description
Evaluate 2 Justify a stand or decision
Analyze 1 Draw connections among ideas
Apply 4 Use information in new situations
Understand 4 Explain ideas or concepts
Remember 9 Recall facts and basic concepts
Total Questions 20
Table 6.1: revised Bloom’s Taxonomy Question Distribution [23]
6.2 Analysis Procedure
Scoring for each test within the Packet Delivery study was determined based on the
complete accuracy of each question. Questions that could result in partial accuracy,
such as the questions that asked participants to organize steps, were only marked
correct if the participant’s entire answer completely matched the solution. As stated
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in Chapter 6.1, all tests contained identical questions, which allowed for a direct
comparison of the variance within participant scores between each test as the students
progressed through the Packet Delivery study. Within the Packet Delivery study,
it was hypothesized that student test scores across each stage of the study would
result in statistically significant levels of measurable variance within the student test
score populations. Should there exist statistically significant levels of variance within
the student test score populations, this would support the conclusion that Packet
Delivery is an effective educational medium and was successful in teaching higher
level computer science concepts via educational video games. Conversely, the null
hypothesis of the Packet Delivery study is that there exists no statistical significance
between the levels of variance of student test score results of each step within the
study.
The pre-test provided a baseline for measuring the participants’ prior knowledge
of the DNS lookup process and allowed the study an opportunity to locate possible
cross- or mixed-effects within the collected demographics information. The pre-test
results compared to the post-test and retention test results after playing Packet De-
livery allowed for a measurement of content comprehension resulting from gameplay.
By administering a retention test two weeks after the initial post-test, the study suc-
cessfully measured the level of variance between the initial post-test and the retention
test results. If there were to exist a statistically insignificant level of variance between
the post-test and the retention test results, this disparity would suggest that students
were able to retain the knowledge they gathered through playing Packet Delivery.
Once student test results were collected across across all three stages of the Packet
Delivery study, the hypothesis was formed that various nested factors exist within the
data to influence the variance within the student test score population. In order to
support this hypothesis, the pre-test collected participant demographic information,
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including their gender, year in school, major, previous video game experience, prior
programming experience, and previous DNS experience. In addition to simply mea-
suring if participants had played video games prior to the study, the pre-test asked
about genres of video games the participant has played, gaming platforms the par-
ticipant has previously used, and how frequently the participants play video games.
It is hypothesized that each of these factors could possibly contribute to statistically
significant levels of variance within student learning outcomes. Gathering information
regarding prior video game experience provides insight into the effectiveness of playing
Packet Delivery with a gaming background compared to a non-gaming background.
Likewise, collecting data regarding participants’ prior programming experience allows
for the study to determine the degree to which this programming experience might
influence the learning objective outcomes. Lastly, by collecting data regarding the
study participants’ gender, year in school, major, and previous DNS experience, the
study will have a realistic overview of possible influencing factors which contribute
to levels of variance within the study. All of the demographic information collected
allowed for a comprehensive analysis of Packet Delivery ’s approach and the careful
identification of any related conflicting factors with the game’s design. The results
and specific trends found within the data are discussed in detail in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7
Results
To measure the effectiveness of Packet Delivery as an educational medium, students
from the UNL Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) introductory courses were
recruited to participate in the Packet Delivery study, as discussed in Chapter 6.
Participants were asked to complete a pre-test, play Packet Delivery and complete
two post-tests, the results of which will be discussed in this chapter. Section 7.2
will discuss the demographic information collected during the screening portion of
the pre-test. Section 7.1 will compare the results of the tests to assess the learning
objectives and the research objectives. Finally, Section 7.3 will discuss the qualitative
responses gathered from participants regarding their experience in this study.
7.1 Questionnaire Responses
The Packet Delivery analysis considered the use of a repeated measures anova model
where participant test scores were the response variables and the stage of the study
was considered the repeated trial points acting as exogenous variables within the
study itself. Figure 7.1 shows the overall distribution of scores at each stage of the
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study regardless of demographics to visually represent the learning objective progress
across the study as a whole. Table 7.1 further supports the finding from Figure 7.1
by showing the percentage of the 49 total participants who answered each question
correctly. As expected, a statistically significant level of progress is shown between
the pre-test scores and the post-test scores given that the percentages for the post-test
scores are generally higher by a significant margin with few exceptions. These results
show that given a population of 49 participants, playing Packet Delivery was effective
in short-term and long-term comprehension of the DNS lookup process. Interestingly,
a statistically insignificant level of progress is shown between the post-test and the
retention test to show that scores remained similar, concluding that students retained
a majority of information between the last two stages. The statistical analysis proves
that Packet Delivery was successful in teaching the DNS lookup process and related
topics in a memorable manner.
7.2 Comparing Demographics
The participants for this study were asked to provide self-reported demographic in-
formation to fully analyze the participants’ backgrounds and their predisposition to
learning via educational video games. Across all three stages of the Packet Delivery
study, there were 49 total participants in the study, including 37 males, 10 females,
and 2 participants that chose not to identify, as shown in Figure 7.2. To determine
whether gender was a statistically significant variable which influenced the distribu-
tion of student test scores, a statistical model was created using student test scores
as the response variable and gender listing as the cross factor as shown in Figure 7.3.
From the anova model, it was found that no statistically significant level of variance
was introduced regarding gender as an independent variable within the model. On
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Figure 7.1: Violin plot showing the distribution of student scores across all compre-
hension and retention tests
the other hand, gender introduces a statistically significant level of variance across all
three stages of the study when gender is introduced as an interaction effect within the
model as shown in Figure 7.4. It is hypothesized that the gender, as an interaction
effect, is causing a statistically significant level of variance to manifest due to a num-
ber of potential reasons. First, it’s possible that due to self-selection bias, there exists
a disparity between the performance of male and females within the study. Secondly,
there exists a high likelihood that due to the small sample size of female students,
the test results from the female population highly bias the statistical model due to
the undersampling of females. Also, it’s possible that there exists some yet unknown
factor which influenced female test score variance.
Due to the general population of students in CSE department courses, it was
expected that a majority of participants would be pursuing a major in computer
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Question Pre-Test Post-Test Retention Test
1 75.51% 73.47% 83.67%
2 81.63% 79.59% 85.71%
3 44.90% 79.59% 71.43%
4 44.90% 75.51% 69.39%
5 77.55% 79.59% 77.55%
6 38.78% 71.43% 65.31%
7 40.82% 69.39% 67.35%
8 40.82% 69.39% 61.22%
9 36.73% 75.51% 73.47%
10 61.22% 61.22% 63.27%
11 36.73% 42.86% 53.06%
12 61.22% 65.31% 69.39%
13 61.22% 73.47% 75.51%
14 6.12% 16.33% 20.41%
15 53.06% 75.51% 77.55%
16 53.06% 65.31% 71.43%
17 40.82% 57.14% 44.90%
18 44.90% 48.98% 36.74%
19 0% 0% 0%
20 0% 0% 0%
Table 7.1: Number of correct responses per questionnaire.
science, computer engineering, or software engineering. However, due to the cross-
disciplinary nature of some courses, many non-CSE majors participated in the study
as well, resulting in a diverse participant pool. The full list of participant majors
is shown in Table 7.2. In addition, since participants were only recruited from in-
troductory courses, it was expected that students would be in either their fresh-
man or sophomore year. However, as shown in Figure 7.5, the resulting population
was 16 freshmen, 21 sophomores, 9 juniors, 3 seniors, and 1 post-baccalaureate stu-
dent. When considering the year in school as a potential nested effect within each
test, which could influence the variance that manifests across the resulting student
score populations as the response variable within the study, the nested effects anova
model (TS ∼ cohort|academic year) demonstrated that there was no statistically
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Figure 7.2: Bar Graph Showing Gender Distribution of Packet Delivery Participants
significant nested effect when compared against the fixed effect one-way anova model
(TS ∼ cohort). Therefore, the conclusion is reached that Packet Delivery acts as
an effective learning system irrespective of any prior knowledge students might have
with respect to computer science.
The Packet Delivery study analyzed programming experience as a statistical fac-
tor to investigate if prior programming experience enhances the ability to learn about
the DNS lookup process by asking participants to self-report their prior program-
ming experience. All students recruited for the study were actively enrolled in a CSE
course and learning programming at various stages of their education, including learn-
ing either Python, MATLAB, or C. In addition to this, the students were asked to
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Figure 7.3: Box and Whisker Plot Gender vs Test Score for Packet Delivery Partici-
pants
Figure 7.4: Box plot showing the distribution of student scores across all tests grouped
by gender
Ret = Retention test, stage 3 of the study
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Major Number of Participants
Actuarial Science 1
Agricultural Engineering 2
Biological Systems Engineering 2
Chemical Engineering 3
Chemistry 3
Civil Engineering 1
Classical Languages 1
Computer Engineering 3
Computer Science 22
Economics 1
Electrical Engineering 1
Integrated Science 1
Mathematics 3
Mechanical Engineering 5
Physics 1
Software Engineering 2
Supply Chain Management 1
Table 7.2: List of all participant majors
Programming Language # of Participants
C 9
C# 2
C++ 6
HTML/CSS 7
Java 17
JavaScript 7
MATLAB 8
PHP 3
Python 9
R 1
Ruby/Ruby on Rails 1
SQL 6
Swift 3
Visual Basic 2
Table 7.3: List of Programming Languages Previously Known to Packet Delivery
Participants
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Figure 7.5: Participants’ year in school as collected in the demographics portion of
the pre-test
self-report other languages they previously learned prior to their participation in the
Packet Delivery study. Of the 49 total participants, 17 participants stated they previ-
ously developed in Java, 7 students stated they previously developed in HTML/CSS,
7 participants had developed in JavaScript, and more participants self-reported var-
ious other languages in addition to the languages actively taught in the recruited
courses. Any participant was able and likely to have self-reported multiple languages.
The full distribution of languages is listed Table 7.3. Through statistical analysis,
prior programming experience was determined to be statistically insignificant as a
interaction effect and was therefore ruled out as a factor for analysis. Due to the fact
that prior programming experience did not adversely influence the level of apparent
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Figure 7.6: Number of study of participants with prior experience playing video games
variance within each stage of the study, it can be concluded that Packet Delivery was
effective in teaching participants from various programming backgrounds.
In addition to academic information, the participants were administered questions
about their video game habits. For purposes of this study, prior video game habits
help gauge the effectiveness of educational video games for both those who habitually
play video games and those who don’t consistently play video games. In addition
to whether the participants play video games, they were also asked how many hours
per week they play games, what types of games they play, which platforms they use,
and whether they self-identify as a “hardcore gamer” versus a “casual gamer.” In
this context, a hardcore gamer can be defined as a person who plays video games
as their primary hobby, consistently spending a large amount of time playing games
and mastering mechanics. By contrast, a casual gamer can be defined as a person
who plays video games as a light hobby and purely intends to enjoy games for their
entertainment value. Through the participant feedback, 45 participants stated they
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Figure 7.7: Self-reported hours per week in which participants play video games in
their spare time
played video games prior to the study and 4 stated they had not played video games
prior to the study, as shown in Figure 7.6. Of the 45 participants who previously
played video games, 9 participants self-identified as hardcore gamers, 28 participants
self-identified as casual gamers, and 8 participants chose not to identify as either.
In a similar manner, 24 participants stated they play between one and five hours
per week, 12 participants stated they play between six and ten hours per week, and
the 9 remaining participants stated they play over ten hours per week. The full
distribution is shown in detail in Figure 7.7. Upon further analysis, the degree of prior
gaming habits can be considered as a possible interaction effect influencing the levels
of variance across each trial within the study (TS ∼ cohort+gamer+cohort∗gamer),
it was found that there was no statistically significant interaction effect within the
sample population as shown in Figure 7.8. This suggests that Packet Delivery acts as
an effective learning mechanism which can teach DNS lookup concepts irrespective
of prior gaming habits and exposure to video games. More broadly, these results
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Figure 7.8: Interaction effect of gaming experience and study stage
Non = Non-Gamer, HC = Hardcore Gamer, Cas = Casual Gamer, N = Neither
Hardcore nor Casual
suggest the possibility that complicated computer science concepts can be taught
through educational video game mediums to students lacking any prior exposure to
video games.
Lastly, the participants were asked to identify their previous experience with DNS
lookup to gauge Packet Delivery ’s effectiveness based on students’ prior level of ex-
perience with DNS lookup concepts. Through this portion of the questionnaire, 1
participant self-identified as having prior experience in the field, with that single par-
ticipant being a self-reported beginner. Due to only having one participant with prior
DNS knowledge, the prior experience was found to be an insignificant factor and was
ruled out for analysis.
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7.3 Qualitative Responses
As part of the post-test forms, the participants were asked to answer five qualitative
questions to help analyze the effectiveness of using Packet Delivery as an educational
medium. The content questions aid in understanding if the game teaches the target
concepts, but the qualitative portion of the post-test helps to understand if the overall
educational video game approach was favorable compared to traditional classroom
learning. The participants were asked to respond to the qualitative questions using a
five-point Likert scale, a standard tool for psychometric analysis, where the qualitative
questions are listed as follows:
1. I enjoyed playing the game.
2. I learned how DNS works by playing the game.
3. I would recommend this game to a friend.
4. I would recommend learning Computer Science topics via educational games to
a friend.
5. I would prefer learning via educational games over traditional classroom learn-
ing.
The participants expressed primarily positive sentiment towards Packet Deliv-
ery and the overall educational game approach. 60% of participants stated they
enjoyed the game by responding that they either strongly agree or weakly agree,
which provides evidence that further supports the hypothesis, as stated within previ-
ous literature, that participants engage more with video games, resulting in a higher
level motivation as compared to traditional classroom learning. 55% of participants
stated they successfully learned the basics of the DNS lookup process; qualitatively
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supporting the first research objective of this thesis, which was to discover whether
Packet Delivery could successfully teach the basics of DNS lookup. 52% of partici-
pants stated they would recommend Packet Delivery to a friend, 79% of participants
stated they would recommend learning computer science topics via video games, and
65% of participants stated they would prefer learning via educational video games as
opposed to traditional classroom learning.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
This thesis has successfully presented Packet Delivery, an educational video game
designed to teach the DNS lookup process to students in introductory computer
science courses at the University of Nebraska - Lincoln. To measure the effectiveness of
Packet Delivery as an educational medium, a study was conducted to measure student
content comprehension and retention as a result of playing Packet Delivery. The
comprehension and retention study delivered statistically significant results to prove
that 1) Packet Delivery successfully taught students the basics of the DNS lookup
process, 2) successfully taught students the basics of DNS cache, and 3) presented
the DNS concepts and learning objectives in a manner that enhanced students’ long-
term retention of the material. Of the 49 total participants, a majority of participants
reflected that they enjoyed the game, prefer learning via educational video games, and
would recommend Packet Delivery to a friend or colleague.
In addition to analyzing the efficacy of Packet Delivery, the comprehension and
retention study also investigated subliminal factors that predispose participants to
learning via educational video games. Influencing factors investigated in this study
include gender, year in school, academic major, prior programming experience, video
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game habits, and prior DNS experience. Only gender was found to yield any statistical
significance, but only as a cross effect when compared across the three stages of the
study. All other potential factors were deemed to have no statistical significance,
concluding that Packet Delivery was successful in teaching DNS lookup concepts to
a variety of college students from different majors and demographic backgrounds.
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Chapter 9
Future Work
Packet Delivery and the surrounding study explored the use of video games as an
educational medium to learn DNS lookup. Future work should consider the upper
bounds of applicability of utilizing computer science educational video games such
as Packet Delivery for teaching participants from other demographics such as col-
lege upperclassmen, graduate students, or working-age adults. Similarly, to further
evaluate the effectiveness of educational video games in computer science education,
future research should include investigations into the possibility of teaching other
advanced computer science topics such as operating systems or databases using ed-
ucational video game mediums. Also, to compare the effectiveness of educational
games across disciplines, future research should consider whether educational video
games that incorporate the apprenticeship learning, constructivism, and scaffolding
learning paradigms are effective when applied to related Science, Technology, Engi-
neering, and Mathematics (STEM) fields, such as computer engineering and electrical
engineering.
The recruiting phase for the study did not explicitly screen for video game expe-
rience, but rather used the participant prior video game experience as an underlying
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demographic to analyze the effects of video game experience on influencing learning
outcomes within the study. Future work should explore the effects of computer sci-
ence educational video games for habitual gamers versus those who are not habitual
gamers. Perhaps, this could include recruiting an equal amount of participants from
each group to accurately observe the intended effects.
To further explore the transferability of Packet Delivery ’s teaching approach, fu-
ture research should consider how Packet Delivery ’s gameplay can be altered to match
other concepts such as databases and operating systems. As an example, the inter-
actions with the lookup agency locations could be altered to require SQL queries
rather than simply stating a name, which would then be parsed by an interpreter
to check for validity and to return the proper results. Using the databases example,
the Root Village Lookup Agency could provide a list of categories, such as busi-
nesses and residences, and would then redirect the player to the proper neighborhood
for that category in a manner that represents a join operation. A databases con-
text would allow for more information to be stored and queried in the dialogues,
including a resident’s phone number or other contact information, rather than simply
using a strict name and address lookup system. Similarly for operating systems, the
neighborhoods could be manipulated to better represent individual components of a
personal computer and interactions with each part would represent the low-level op-
erations involved in standard tasks. An example could include retrieving a file from
the hard drive, which would be represented by using the lookup agency system as a
means of finding the house in which the “file” information is stored. Using both the
databases and operating systems examples, the resulting gameplay would only require
minor changes from Packet Delivery ’s gameplay. Alterations would include updating
the stored information in the lookup agency system, updating the game’s story and
premise to match the target concepts, and changing the corresponding dialogues to
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better assist in the learning process.
After playing Packet Delivery, the participants were asked as part of the qual-
itative questions whether they prefer learning via educational video games instead
of traditional classroom learning. In the results, a majority of participants stated
that they would prefer it but this research did not quantitatively compare the two
approaches due to time and resource constraints. Future research should consider us-
ing a control group alongside the experimental group to quantitatively compare the
two approaches. The control group would learn the lessons via traditional classroom
lectures while the experimental group would learn the target concepts via educational
games. The two approaches should utilize learning objectives and test questions that
are labeled via the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy to ensure both approaches are com-
parable. As an example, one learning objective could be that students will evaluate
the benefits and necessity of using the DNS lookup process. Both approaches should
then be sure to clearly address the concepts so that students can accurately answer
test questions that reflect their understanding of the DNS lookup process, its bene-
fits, and why it is necessary. Finally, the test scores at all three stages would help to
quantitatively compare the two approaches in analyzing which is more effective.
To keep the concepts simple, Packet Delivery used forward DNS lookup to ex-
plain a concept relatable to the player using the apprenticeship learning paradigm,
which resulted in a linear gameplay experience. Game testers expressed interest in
a non-linear gameplay experience to enhance replayability but implementing a non-
linear experience was not possible due to resource constraints. Future research should
consider utilizing non-linear gameplay systems to enhance the player satisfaction of
their educational video game experience and possibly enhance the player learning
outcomes.
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Appendix A
Informed Consent Text
IRB Project ID : 20478
Participant Study Title: Long-Term Student Retention of DNS Computer
Science Concepts via Educational Video Games
The University of Nebraska-Lincoln Computer Science and Engineering is cur-
rently undertaking a study conducting a study on analyzing the long-term student
retention of DNS Computer Science concepts via educational video games. If you
are 19 years of age or older and currently residing in the United States, you may
participate in this research.
This is a research project that focuses on teaching DNS, a Computer Science
concept, using educational video games. To participate you must be currently residing
in the United States.
Participation in this study will require approximately 30 minutes to an hour over
four total steps. You will be asked to complete a screening survey with demographic
questions and DNS content questions, play the video game “Packet Delivery,” com-
plete a post-test to gauge the learning objectives, and a follow-up post-test to gauge
content retention. Participation will take place online on your own computer at your
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leisure.
There are no known risks to you from being in this research study.
This game will guide students through the DNS lookup process thereby allowing
students to learn various Computer Science Topics. Additionally, you will receive
credit, either required or extra credit, for an assignment in your course per your
professor’s discretion.
You will receive credit, either required or extra credit, for an assignment in your
course per your professor’s discretion.
Reasonable steps will be taken to protect the privacy and the confidentiality of
your study data; however, in some circumstances we cannot guarantee absolute pri-
vacy and/or confidentiality.
The research records will be securely stored electronically through University ap-
proved methods and will only be seen by the research team and/or those authorized
to view, access, or use the records during and after the study is complete.
Those who will have access to your research records are the study personnel,
the Institutional Review Board (IRB), and any other person, agency, or sponsor as
required by law or contract or institutional responsibility. The information from this
study may be published in scientific journals or presented at scientific meetings and
may be reported individually, or as group or summarized data but your identity will
be kept strictly confidential.
You may ask any questions concerning this research and have those questions
answered before agreeing to participate in or during the study.
For study related questions, please contact the investigator(s):
Casey Lafferty rclafferty@huskers.unl.edu
For questions concerning your rights or complaints about the research contact the
Institutional Review Board (IRB):
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Phone: 1(402)472-6965 Email: irb@unl.edu
You can decide not to be in this research study, or you can stop being in this
research study (“withdraw’) at any time before, during, or after the research begins
for any reason. Deciding not to be in this research study or deciding to withdraw will
not affect your relationship with the investigator or with the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln (list others as applicable).
You will not lose any benefits to which you are entitled.
You are voluntarily making a decision whether or not to participate in this research
study. By clicking on the I Agree button below, your consent to participate is implied.
You should print a copy of this page for your records.
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Appendix B
Screening Survey Questions
Demographics
1. What are the last 5 digits of your NUID?
2. What is your gender?
a) Male
b) Female
c) Other
d) Prefer not to answer
3. What is your year in school?
a) Freshman
b) Sophomore
c) Junior
d) Senior
e) Post-Baccalaureate
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f) Masters
g) PhD
4. What is your major?
5. What is your minor? (type ”none” if not applicable)
Technology Background - Programming
1. Do you have prior programming experience?
a) Yes
b) No
2. Which of the following programming languages have you worked with before
now?
a) C
b) C++
c) C#
d) Haskell
e) HTML/CSS
f) Java
g) JavaScript
h) Lua
i) MATLAB
j) Perl
k) PHP
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l) Prolog
m) Python
n) R
o) Ruby/Ruby on Rails
p) SML
q) SQL
r) Swift
s) Visual Basic
Technology Background - Video Games
1. Have you played any video games prior to this study?
a) Yes
b) No
2. Which of the following do you consider yourself?
a) Hardcore gamer
b) Casual gamer
c) Neither hardcore nor casual
3. How many hours per week do you play video games? (on average)
a) 1 - 5
b) 6 - 10
c) 11 - 15
d) 16 - 20
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e) 20+
4. What platform(s) do you play games on?
a) Console
b) Mobile phone or tablet
c) Personal Computer (Windows, Mac, Linux)
d) Smart TV
e) Virtual Reality
f) Web games
g) Other
5. What types of video games do you play?
a) Action
b) Adventure
c) Battle Royale
d) Casual
e) Educational
f) Fighting
g) Horror
h) Idle
i) Metroidvania
j) MMO (including MMORPG)
k) Platformer
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l) Puzzle
m) Racing
n) Rhythm
o) Roguelike
p) Roleplay (RPG)
q) Sandbox
r) Shooter
s) Simulation
t) Sports
u) Strategy
v) Survival
w) Tower Defense
x) Visual Novel
6. Do you have prior experience with setting up a custom server or network pro-
gramming related to DNS lookup?
a) Yes
b) No
7. Where have you worked with DNS Lookup before?
a) School / Coursework
b) Personal
c) Work
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8. What is your level of expertise in DNS Lookup?
a) Beginner
b) Intermediate
c) Expert
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Appendix C
Pre-test and Post-test Questions
1. Which of the following is needed for a client using any protocol (FTP, email,
web, etc) to find the correct servers?
a) DHCP Servers
b) DNS Servers
c) Email Servers
d) SSH Servers
• Answer: B
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Understand
2. What is DNS lookup?
a) Looking up an IP address based on a given URL
b) Looking up a coordinate based on a location name
c) Looking up a computer name based on the user’s real name
d) Looking up a password to hack someone’s computer
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• Answer: A
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Remember
3. The DNS lookup process begins with what information?
a) URL
b) Website content
c) IP address
d) Web browser information
• Answer: A
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Remember
4. Where do all DNS requests start?
a) Root DNS Server
b) Top-Level Domain Server
c) Authoritative Name Server
d) Web Server
• Answer: A
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Remember
5. What information is acquired as a result of the DNS lookup process?
a) URL
b) Website content
c) IP address
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d) Web browser information
• Answer: C
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Remember
6. What response is given by the Root DNS server?
a) Address of another Root server
b) Address of a Top-Level Domain server
c) Address of an Authoritative Name server
d) Address of a web server
• Answer: B
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Remember
7. What response is given by the Top-Level Domain DNS server?
a) Address of a Root server
b) Address of another Top-Level Domain server
c) Address of an Authoritative Name server
d) Address of a web server
• Answer: C
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Remember
8. What response is given by the Authoritative Name DNS server?
a) Address of a Root server
b) Address of a Top-Level Domain server
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c) Address of another Authoritative Name server
d) Address of a web server
• Answer: D
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Remember
9. What is the purpose of DNS cache?
a) Stores website cookies
b) Stores recently requested IP addresses
c) Stores website content
d) Initiates DNS requests
• Answer: B
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Remember
10. DNS Cache is a fixed size and cannot be expanded.
a) True
b) False
• Answer: B
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Remember
11. What is the difference between the Top-Level Domain DNS Server and the
Authoritative Name DNS Server?
a) Authoritative servers only handle requests for government servers and Top-
Level Domain servers handle all other requests
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b) Top-Level Domain server and Authoritative Name server are two names
for the same server
c) The Top-Level Domain server is the first server to be contacted and point
to the next appropriate server in the hierarchy. Authoritative servers are
the last ones to be contacted and point directly to the appropriate server
being requested
d) Top-Level Domain servers are the second step in the hierarchy under the
Root server and are organized based on top-level domain, pointing directly
to multiple Authoritative servers. Authoritative servers are the last one to
be contacted and point directly to the appropriate server being requested.
• Answer: D
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Understand
12. Why does the internet use DNS lookup instead of just IP addresses?
a) IP addresses are easier for humans to read and URLs are computer-readable
b) IP addresses are computer-readable and URLs are easier for humans to
read
c) DNS Lookup is unnecessary and computers should only use URLs
d) DNS Lookup reduces internet traffic across all computers
• Answer: A
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Understand
13. What are the benefits of DNS cache?
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a) DNS Cache helps speed up the lookup time for a given request if you’ve
recently visited that website
b) DNS Cache increases your internet speed by increasing your router’s pro-
cessing power
c) DNS cache increases your CPU cache allowing your web browser to run
faster
d) DNS cache is not used enough to provide any benefits
• Answer: A
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Understand
14. If a request were to be made for cse.unl.edu, where would the request to the
subdomain server be made?
a) Before the Root server
b) After the Root server, before the Top-Level Domain server
c) After the Top-Level Domain server, before the Authoritative Name server
d) After the Authoritative Name server
• Answer: D
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Apply
15. Which real-world action is most similar to DNS lookup?
a) Using a phone book
b) Finding a lost item
c) Starting a car
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d) Finding how to troubleshoot a problem in an instruction manual
• Answer: A
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Apply
16. Why is the Root server necessary in the DNS lookup process?
a) The Root server directs the request to the appropriate Top-Level Domain
server so that the computer may make one request to the Root server
instead of many requests to many Top-Level Domain servers
b) The Root server is the last server to handle requests and it responds with
the IP address of the requested server
c) The Root server is only used when the requesting computer is logged in
with an admin account with root privileges, but significantly speeds up the
lookup time
d) The Root server supports the DNS Lookup process by organizing requests
but it does not directly respond to the requests
• Answer: A
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Evaluate
17. Why does the DNS cache prioritize storing recently requested IP addresses over
earlier requested IP addresses?
a) Website content changes frequently and the DNS Cache cannot guarantee
the content stays the same after a certain amount of time
b) It responds to requests with all stored information so it only holds the
most recent requests and deletes older ones so it can keep responses small
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c) The cache assumes requesting computers have gone offline after a certain
amount of time and the offline computers’ requests are deleted
d) The DNS Cache has a limited amount of space to store request results and
deletes older information under the assumption that it is no longer useful
to the requesting computer
• Answer: D
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Understand
18. Bob is sending an email to his friend and already knows his friend’s email
address. Will Bob’s email provider still use DNS lookup in sending the email?
a) Yes, because the email address is not directly associated with a web ad-
dress, so DNS lookup will help translate it into a web address.
b) Yes, because Bob does not use the same computer as his friend, so he needs
to know his friend’s IP address.
c) No, he already knows his friend’s email address so his provider can send
the email directly to his friend.
d) No, DNS lookup does not apply to sending emails, therefore Bob’s email
provider does not need to use it.
• Answer: A
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Apply
19. Organize the following lookup requests and responses in order WITHOUT the
use of DNS Cache:
a) Request to the Authoritative Name server
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b) Request to the Root server
c) Request to the Top-Level Domain server
d) Response from the Authoritative Name server
e) Response from the Top-Level Domain server
f) Response from the Root server
• Answer: B, F, C, E, A, D
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Apply
20. Organize the following lookup requests and responses in order WITH the use
of DNS Cache:
a) Request to the Authoritative Name server
b) Request to the Root server
c) Request to the Top-Level Domain server
d) Request to the DNS Cache
e) Response from the Authoritative Name server
f) Response from the Root server
g) Response from the Top-Level Domain server
h) Response from the DNS Cache
i) If the entry was found in the cache, stop. Otherwise, keep going.
• Answer: D, H, I, B, F, C, G, A E
• Bloom’s Taxonomy tier: Analyze
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Appendix D
Packet Delivery Source Code
1 /* File: AddressManager.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using UnityEngine;
7
8 public class AddressManager : MonoBehaviour
9 {
10 // Necessary manager references
11 GameplayManager gameplayManager;
12
13 // All house objects in the scene
14 [SerializeField] House [] houseObjects;
15
16 // Start is called before the first frame update
17 void Start ()
18 {
19 // Find the Gameplay Manager
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20 gameplayManager = GameObject.Find("GameplayManager").
GetComponent <GameplayManager >();
21
22 // If the player has already purchased the "Exit the Matrix"
upgrade
23 if (gameplayManager.HasUpgrade("Exit the Matrix"))
24 {
25 // Change all house to IP addresses
26 ExitTheMatrix ();
27 }
28 }
29
30 public void ExitTheMatrix ()
31 {
32 // Change all house numbers to IP addresses
33 for (int i = 0; i < houseObjects.Length; i++)
34 {
35 // If the ip address is missing
36 if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(houseObjects[i]. ipAddress))
37 {
38 // Calculate it based on the name and neighborhood
39 string neighborhood = houseObjects[i].name.Split(’
’)[1];
40
41 int index = 0;
42
43 // If in the COM neighborhood
44 if (neighborhood == "COM")
45 {
46 // ASCII value for ’C’ (for simplicity)
47 index = 67;
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48 }
49 // If in the NET neighborhood
50 else if (neighborhood == "NET")
51 {
52 // ASCII value for ’N’ (for simplicity)
53 index = 78;
54 }
55 // If in the ORG neighborhood
56 else if (neighborhood == "ORG")
57 {
58 // ASCII value for ’O’ (for simplicity)
59 index = 79;
60 }
61
62 // Calculate the IP from the house number and above
neighborhood information
63 int residenceNumber = System.Convert.ToInt32(
houseObjects[i]. residenceNumber);
64 string ip = AddressManager.DetermineIPFromHouseInfo(
residenceNumber , neighborhood [0]);
65
66 // Set the IP
67 houseObjects[i]. ipAddress = ip;
68 }
69
70 // Display the house ’s IP
71 houseObjects[i]. residenceText.text = houseObjects[i].
ipAddress;
72 }
73 }
74
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75 public static string DetermineIPFromHouseInfo(int houseNumber ,
char neighborhoodID)
76 {
77 int index = (char)neighborhoodID;
78
79 // If in House 102, in group 1. If in House 203, in group 2,
etc.
80 int group = houseNumber / 100;
81
82 // Piece together arbitrary IP
83 string ip = "192." + index.ToString () + "." + group.ToString
() + "." + houseNumber;
84
85 return ip;
86 }
87 }
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1 /* File: CacheManager.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using Assets.Scripts.Lookup_Agencies;
7 using System.Collections.Generic;
8 using UnityEngine;
9 using UnityEngine.UI;
10
11 public class CacheManager : MonoBehaviour
12 {
13 // Cache Manager singleton instance
14 static CacheManager instance = null;
15
16 // Gameplay manager reference
17 [SerializeField] GameplayManager gameplayManager;
18
19 // List of people and their relative details
20 List <Person > listOfCachedDetails;
21
22 // Starting capacity = 3
23 public int maxCapacity = 3;
24
25 private void Awake()
26 {
27 // If not the first instance of CacheManager
28 if (instance != null)
29 {
30 // Only need one --> Delete
31 Destroy(gameObject);
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32 return;
33 }
34
35 // Set the singleton as this instance
36 instance = this;
37 DontDestroyOnLoad(gameObject);
38 }
39
40 void Start ()
41 {
42 listOfCachedDetails = new List <Person >();
43 }
44
45 public void AddAddress(Person resident)
46 {
47 // If person is NOT already cached
48 if (! IsPersonCached(resident))
49 {
50 // If the cache is at max capacity
51 if (listOfCachedDetails.Count == maxCapacity)
52 {
53 // Remove the oldest cached details
54 listOfCachedDetails.RemoveAt (0);
55 }
56
57 // Add the newest details to cache
58 listOfCachedDetails.Add(resident);
59
60 // Update the HUD
61 gameplayManager.ForceUpdateHUD ();
62 }
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63 }
64
65 public void AddOneSlot ()
66 {
67 // Add one to the max capacity
68 maxCapacity ++;
69 }
70
71 public void DisplayCachedAddresses(Text uiText)
72 {
73 // If the list of details is invalid
74 if (listOfCachedDetails == null)
75 return;
76
77 // Set address book header text
78 uiText.text = "Cached Addresses:";
79
80 string name = "";
81 string neighborhood = "";
82 string address = "-1";
83
84 // Display all cached details
85 for (int i = 0; i < listOfCachedDetails.Count; i++)
86 {
87 uiText.text += "\n\n";
88
89 neighborhood = listOfCachedDetails[i]. Neighborhood;
90
91 // If the player has the Exit the Matrix upgrade
92 if (gameplayManager.HasUpgrade("Exit the Matrix"))
93 {
93
94 // Reference the recipient ’s URL
95 name = listOfCachedDetails[i].URL;
96
97 // Reference the recipient ’s IP address
98 address = AddressManager.DetermineIPFromHouseInfo(
listOfCachedDetails[i]. HouseNumber ,
listOfCachedDetails[i]. NeighborhoodID);
99 }
100 else
101 {
102 // Reference the recipient ’s name
103 name = listOfCachedDetails[i].Name;
104
105 // Reference the recipient ’s house number
106 address = listOfCachedDetails[i]. HouseNumber.
ToString ();
107 }
108
109 // Add this slot ’s details to the text
110 uiText.text += (i + 1) + ") " + name + "\n" +
neighborhood + "\n" + address;
111 }
112
113 // For any empty slots
114 for (int i = listOfCachedDetails.Count; i < maxCapacity; i
++)
115 {
116 // Display "Empty"
117 uiText.text += "\n\n" + (i + 1) + ") Empty";
118 }
119 }
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120
121 public bool IsPersonCached(string name , out Person targetPerson)
122 {
123 targetPerson = null;
124
125 // Check if the player has purchased the "exit the matrix"
upgrade
126 bool hasExitedTheMatrix = gameplayManager.HasUpgrade("Exit
the Matrix");
127
128 // Find the requested person
129 foreach (Person thisPerson in listOfCachedDetails)
130 {
131 // If the player has purchased the upgrade
132 if (hasExitedTheMatrix)
133 {
134 // If the URL matches
135 if (thisPerson.URL == name)
136 {
137 // Found the requested person in cache
138 targetPerson = thisPerson;
139 return true;
140 }
141 }
142 // If the player has NOT purchased the upgrade
143 else
144 {
145 // If the name matches
146 if (thisPerson.Name == name)
147 {
148 // Found the requested person in cache
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149 targetPerson = thisPerson;
150 return true;
151 }
152 }
153 }
154
155 // Did not find the requested person in cache
156 return false;
157 }
158
159 public bool IsPersonCached(Person target)
160 {
161 // Find the requested person
162 foreach (Person thisPerson in listOfCachedDetails)
163 {
164 // If the references match
165 if (thisPerson == target)
166 {
167 // Found the requested person in cache
168 return true;
169 }
170 }
171
172 // Did not find the requested person in cache
173 return false;
174 }
175 }
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1 /* File: GameplayManager.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using Assets.Scripts.Behind_The_Scenes;
7 using UnityEngine;
8 using UnityEngine.SceneManagement;
9
10 public class GameplayManager : MonoBehaviour
11 {
12 // Gameplay Manager singleton reference
13 static GameplayManager instance = null;
14
15 // Payment for delivery --> Equivalent to 10 dollars
16 const int DELIVERY_PAYMENT = 10;
17
18 // Instructions for the next step in the delivery process
19 public struct DeliveryInstructions
20 {
21 public string recipient;
22 public char neighborhoodID;
23 public string nextStep;
24 };
25
26 // Necessary managers to store
27 [SerializeField] LookupAgencyManager lookupAgencyManager;
28 [SerializeField] LetterManager letterManager;
29 [SerializeField] HUDManager hudManager;
30 [SerializeField] UpgradeManager upgradeManager;
31 [SerializeField] CacheManager cacheManager;
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32
33 // Store the current indoor location (if applicable)
34 [SerializeField] public string indoorLocation;
35
36 // Store the last outdoor position -- used for spawning in the
right spot in town
37 public Vector2 lastOutdoorPosition;
38
39 // Address the player is currently attempting to visit
40 public string currentAddress = "";
41
42 // Address the player is delivering to
43 public string deliveryAddress = "";
44
45 private void Awake()
46 {
47 if (instance != null)
48 {
49 Destroy(gameObject);
50 return;
51 }
52
53 instance = this;
54 DontDestroyOnLoad(gameObject);
55
56 HasStartingLetter = false;
57
58 // Start with no money -- only get money from deliveries
59 Money = 0;
60
61 // First outdoor spawn point is outside the office
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62 lastOutdoorPosition = new Vector2 (265, -21.5f);
63 }
64
65 void Start ()
66 {
67 ResetDeliveryDetails ();
68
69 // Add event to call OnSceneLoad () every time a scene is
changed
70 SceneManager.sceneLoaded += OnSceneLoad;
71 }
72
73 void OnSceneLoad(Scene thisScene , LoadSceneMode loadSceneMode)
74 {
75 // If the player is outdoor in the town
76 if (thisScene.name == "town")
77 {
78 // Find the player object
79 GameObject player = GameObject.Find("Player");
80
81 // Set the player ’s position and adjust to avoid trigger
82 player.transform.position = lastOutdoorPosition + (
Vector2.down * 1);
83
84 // If the player has purchased the "Exit the Matrix"
upgrade
85 if (upgradeManager.HasPurchasedUpgrade("Exit the Matrix"
))
86 {
87 // Find the address manager object
88 GameObject addressManagerObject = GameObject.Find("
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AddressManager");
89
90 // If the address manager exists
91 if (addressManagerObject != null)
92 {
93 // Exit the matrix
94 Debug.Log("Enabling exit the matrix mode");
95 AddressManager addressManager =
addressManagerObject.GetComponent <
AddressManager >();
96 // addressManager.EnableExitTheMatrix ();
97 }
98 }
99 }
100 // If the current scene is the instructions screen
101 else if (thisScene.name == "instructions")
102 {
103 // Hide HUD
104 hudManager.ToggleDisplay(true);
105 }
106 }
107
108 public void ExitTheMatrix ()
109 {
110 // Purchase the "Exit the Matrix" upgrade
111 upgradeManager.AttemptPurchase("Exit the Matrix");
112
113 // Update the HUD
114 hudManager.DisplayText ();
115 }
116
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117 public bool HasUpgrade(string title)
118 {
119 // If the string is valid , check if the player has purchased
the upgrade.
120 // If it ’s invalid , unable to check -- automatic "no"
121 return !string.IsNullOrEmpty(title) ? upgradeManager.
HasPurchasedUpgrade(title) : false;
122 }
123
124 public bool HasCurrentTarget ()
125 {
126 // If the current message is null , there ’s no target. Else ,
there is a target
127 return CurrentMessage != null;
128 }
129
130 public void CompleteTask ()
131 {
132 // If there is a current delivery
133 if (HasCurrentTarget ())
134 {
135 // Mark current delivery as completed
136 letterManager.MarkDelivered(CurrentMessage.ID);
137
138 // If this is the first delivery
139 if (HasStartingLetter)
140 {
141 // Mark the first -letter flag as false
142 HasStartingLetter = false;
143 }
144
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145 // Give the player their reward
146 Money += DELIVERY_PAYMENT;
147
148 // If the player hass the address book upgrade
149 if (HasUpgrade("Address Book"))
150 {
151 // Cache the completed delivery
152 cacheManager.AddAddress(CurrentMessage.Recipient);
153 }
154 }
155
156 // Set all delivery instructions to starting instructions
157 ResetDeliveryDetails ();
158 }
159
160 public void ResetDeliveryDetails ()
161 {
162 // Remove the current message reference
163 CurrentMessage = null;
164
165 // Reset the current recipient reference name
166 CurrentTarget = "";
167
168 // Set the next step instructions
169 DeliveryInstructions instructions;
170 instructions.recipient = "None";
171 instructions.neighborhoodID = ’X’;
172 instructions.nextStep = "Packet Delivery Office";
173 NextStep = instructions;
174
175 // Reset and update the HUD
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176 hudManager.ClearCurrentTask ();
177 hudManager.DisplayText ();
178 }
179
180 public void GetNextMessage ()
181 {
182 // Get the next delivery letter
183 CurrentMessage = letterManager.GetNextLetter ();
184
185 // Lookup the next lookup agency name
186 string nextLocation = lookupAgencyManager.
GetNeighborhoodNameFromID(’X’) + " Lookup Agency";
187
188 DeliveryInstructions instructions;
189
190 // If the player has unlocked "Exit the Matrix"
191 if (HasUpgrade("Exit the Matrix"))
192 {
193 // Reference the recipient ’s URL
194 instructions.recipient = CurrentMessage.Recipient.URL;
195 }
196 // If the player has not unlocked it
197 else
198 {
199 // Reference the recipient ’s name
200 instructions.recipient = CurrentMessage.Recipient.Name;
201 }
202
203 instructions.neighborhoodID = ’X’;
204 instructions.nextStep = nextLocation;
205
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206 // Set instructions and update appropriate components
207 SetNextSteps(instructions);
208 }
209
210 public void SetNextSteps(DeliveryInstructions instructions)
211 {
212 // Store the instructions globaly
213 NextStep = instructions;
214
215 // Update the HUD with the instructions
216 hudManager.DisplayText ();
217 }
218
219 public void ForceUpdateHUD ()
220 {
221 // If there is an active delivery
222 if (CurrentMessage != null)
223 {
224 DeliveryInstructions instructions = NextStep;
225
226 // If the player has unlocked "Exit the Matrix"
227 if (upgradeManager.HasPurchasedUpgrade("Exit the Matrix"
))
228 {
229 // Reference the recipient ’s URL
230 instructions.recipient = CurrentMessage.Recipient.
URL;
231 }
232 else
233 {
234 // Reference the recipient ’s name
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235 instructions.recipient = CurrentMessage.Recipient.
Name;
236 }
237
238 instructions.nextStep = lookupAgencyManager.
GetNeighborhoodNameFromID(instructions.neighborhoodID
);
239
240 // Check if the next step is a lookup agency
241 bool isNextStepLookupAgency = !( instructions.nextStep.
Contains("Office") || instructions.nextStep.Contains(
"Residence"));
242
243 // If it is a lookup agency
244 if (isNextStepLookupAgency)
245 {
246 // Adjust the displayed next step text
247 instructions.nextStep += " Lookup Agency";
248 }
249
250 // Store the next delivery steps globaly
251 NextStep = instructions;
252 }
253
254 // Update the HUD
255 hudManager.DisplayText ();
256 }
257
258 public bool HasRemainingTasks
259 {
260 get
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261 {
262 // Count the number of remaining letters to deliver
263 RemainingTasks = letterManager.RemainingLetterCount;
264
265 // If the number of letters is nonzero , return true.
Else , false
266 return (RemainingTasks > 0);
267 }
268 }
269
270 // Auto property
271 public Vector3 CurrentSpawnLocation { get; set; }
272 public bool HasStartingLetter { get; set; }
273 public string CurrentLocation { get; set; }
274 public int RemainingTasks { get; set; }
275 public string CurrentTarget { get; private set; }
276 public DeliveryInstructions NextStep { get; set; }
277 public string NextDeliveryLocation { get; set; }
278 public int Money { get; set; }
279
280 public Letter CurrentMessage { get; private set; }
281 public char CurrentNeighborhoodID { get; set; }
282 }
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1 /* File: HomeChatManager.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using System.Collections;
7 using UnityEngine;
8 using UnityEngine.Events;
9 using UnityEngine.EventSystems;
10 using UnityEngine.UI;
11
12 public class HomeChatManager : MonoBehaviour
13 {
14 // Manager references
15 GameplayManager gameplayManager;
16 LevelManager levelManager;
17 CacheManager cacheManager;
18
19 // Event system reference to release pressed buttons -- also
plays into controller support
20 [SerializeField] EventSystem eventSystem;
21
22 // Primary text chat (recipient ’s dialogue)
23 [SerializeField] Text chatText;
24
25 // Option button and text references
26 [SerializeField] Button option1Button;
27 [SerializeField] Text option1Text;
28 [SerializeField] Button option2Button;
29 [SerializeField] Text option2Text;
30
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31 // Global strings to format before placing them in the text
objects
32 string chatTextMessage;
33 string option1Message;
34 string option2Message;
35
36 // Events to invoke when option buttons are pressed
37 UnityAction option1Action;
38 UnityAction option2Action;
39
40 // Fade in/out object reference
41 [SerializeField] Transition fadeTransitionObject;
42
43 // Delay between each character when showing dialogue
44 readonly float CHAT_DELAY = 0.005f;
45
46 // Only one coroutine should run at a time
47 Coroutine currentCoroutine;
48
49 void Start ()
50 {
51 // Find objects that persist across scenes
52 FindObjectsForScene ();
53
54 // Set up the starting dialogue
55 StartDialogue ();
56
57 // Display text to UI
58 DisplayText ();
59 }
60
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61 void FindObjectsForScene ()
62 {
63 // Find necessary persistent managers in scene
64 gameplayManager = GameObject.Find("GameplayManager").
GetComponent <GameplayManager >();
65 levelManager = GameObject.Find("LevelManager").GetComponent <
LevelManager >();
66 cacheManager = GameObject.Find("CacheManager").GetComponent <
CacheManager >();
67 }
68
69 void StartDialogue ()
70 {
71 // Set chat text
72 chatTextMessage = "Are you the one with my package?";
73 option1Message = "I am!";
74 option2Message = "I’m sorry. I think I am at the wrong house
.";
75
76 // Set event actions to invoke on button press
77
78 // "I am the one with your package"
79 option1Action = delegate {
80 // Attempt to deliver package
81 DeliverPackage ();
82
83 // Update the UI
84 DisplayText ();
85 };
86 // "I am not the one with your package"
87 option2Action = delegate {
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88 // Leave the residence
89 DepartDialogue ();
90
91 // Update the UI
92 DisplayText ();
93 };
94 }
95
96 void DeliverPackage ()
97 {
98 // If the recipient is cached in the address book -- If the
player was able to skip straight to the residence
99 bool isCached = cacheManager.IsPersonCached(gameplayManager.
CurrentMessage.Recipient);
100
101 // If the player has purchased the "Exit the Matrix" upgrade
102 if (gameplayManager.HasUpgrade("Exit the Matrix"))
103 {
104 // Reference the recipient ’s IP
105 string ipAddress = AddressManager.
DetermineIPFromHouseInfo(gameplayManager.
CurrentMessage.Recipient.HouseNumber , gameplayManager
.CurrentMessage.Recipient.NeighborhoodID);
106
107 // Check if this is the next step in the delivery
process
108 bool isNextStep = gameplayManager.NextStep.nextStep ==
ipAddress;
109
110 // If the recipient is cached in the address book or
went through all prerequisite steps
110
111 if (isCached || isNextStep)
112 {
113 // Deliver the package
114 Success ();
115 }
116 else
117 {
118 // Incorrect location -- Leads to depart dialogue
119 WrongLocation ();
120 }
121 }
122 // If the resident was not cached in the address book
123 else
124 {
125 // Check if this is the next step in the delivery
process
126 bool isNextStep = gameplayManager.NextStep.nextStep == "
Residence #" + gameplayManager.CurrentMessage.
Recipient.HouseNumber;
127
128 // If the recipient is cached in the address book or
went through all prerequisite steps
129 if (isCached || isNextStep)
130 {
131 // Deliver the package
132 Success ();
133 }
134 else
135 {
136 // Incorrect location -- Leads to depart dialogue
137 WrongLocation ();
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138 }
139 }
140 }
141
142 private void Success ()
143 {
144 // Recipient: "Thank you for my package"
145 chatTextMessage = "Thank you very much!";
146 option1Message = "Enjoy!";
147 option2Message = "";
148
149 // "You ’re welcome" / "Enjoy!"
150 option1Action = delegate
151 {
152 // Say goodbye
153 DepartDialogue ();
154
155 // Update UI
156 DisplayText ();
157
158 // Mark as delivered
159 gameplayManager.CompleteTask ();
160 };
161 // For redundancy in case the player is able to press the 2
nd button
162 option2Action = delegate
163 {
164 // Say goodbye
165 DepartDialogue ();
166
167 // Update UI
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168 DisplayText ();
169
170 // Mark as delivered
171 gameplayManager.CompleteTask ();
172 };
173 }
174
175 void WrongLocation ()
176 {
177 // Display some error message in chat
178 chatTextMessage = "I wasn ’t expecting a package.";
179 option1Message = "Sorry. I must have the wrong house.";
180 option2Message = "";
181
182 // "Sorry , wrong house"
183 option1Action = delegate {
184 // Say goodbye
185 DepartDialogue ();
186
187 // Update UI
188 DisplayText ();
189 };
190 // For redundancy in case the player is able to press the 2
nd button
191 option2Action = delegate {
192 // Say goodbye
193 DepartDialogue ();
194
195 // Update UI
196 DisplayText ();
197 };
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198 }
199
200 void DisplayText ()
201 {
202 // If the player clicked through the dialogue before it was
finished
203 if (currentCoroutine != null)
204 {
205 // Stop the previous coroutine so we can start a new one
206 StopCoroutine(currentCoroutine);
207 }
208
209 // Start new coroutine to write text to UI
210 currentCoroutine = StartCoroutine(WriteTextToUI(
chatTextMessage , option1Message , option2Message));
211
212 // Add event listeners to invoke dialogue option events
213 AddEventListeners(option1Action , option2Action);
214 }
215
216 IEnumerator WriteTextToUI(string chat , string option1 , string
option2)
217 {
218 // Clear displayed text
219 chatText.text = "";
220 option1Text.text = "";
221 option2Text.text = "";
222
223 // Deselect all buttons
224 eventSystem.SetSelectedGameObject(null);
225
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226 // If either option is null or "", disable it
227 option1Button.interactable = !string.IsNullOrEmpty(option1);
228 option2Button.interactable = !string.IsNullOrEmpty(option2);
229
230 // Write to chat prompt
231 for (int i = 0; i < chat.Length; i++)
232 {
233 // Delay between characters
234 yield return new WaitForSeconds(CHAT_DELAY);
235
236 // Write next character
237 chatText.text += chat[i];
238 }
239
240 // Write option 1 button text
241 for (int i = 0; i < option1.Length; i++)
242 {
243 // Delay between characters
244 yield return new WaitForSeconds(CHAT_DELAY);
245
246 // Write next character
247 option1Text.text += option1[i];
248 }
249
250 // Write option 2 button text
251 for (int i = 0; i < option2.Length; i++)
252 {
253 // Delay between characters
254 yield return new WaitForSeconds(CHAT_DELAY);
255
256 // Write next character
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257 option2Text.text += option2[i];
258 }
259 }
260
261 void AddEventListeners(UnityAction a1 , UnityAction a2)
262 {
263 // Add option 1 listener
264 option1Button.onClick.RemoveAllListeners ();
265 option1Button.onClick.AddListener(a1);
266
267 // Add option 2 listener
268 option2Button.onClick.RemoveAllListeners ();
269 option2Button.onClick.AddListener(a2);
270 }
271
272 public void DepartDialogue ()
273 {
274 // Say goodbye
275 chatTextMessage = "Have a good day!";
276 option1Message = "Bye.";
277 option2Message = "";
278
279 // Make both buttons redirect to town
280 option1Action = delegate { GoToTown (); };
281 option2Action = delegate { GoToTown (); };
282 }
283
284 public void GoToTown ()
285 {
286 // Fade out , transition to town
287 fadeTransitionObject.FadeMethod("town");
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288 }
289 }
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1 /* File: HUDManager.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using System.Collections;
7 using UnityEngine;
8 using UnityEngine.SceneManagement;
9 using UnityEngine.UI;
10
11 public class HUDManager : MonoBehaviour
12 {
13 // HUDManager singleton reference
14 static HUDManager instance = null;
15
16 // Manager references
17 [SerializeField] GameplayManager gameplayManager;
18 [SerializeField] CacheManager cacheManager;
19
20 // Money text and related objects
21 [SerializeField] GameObject moneyBackdrop;
22 [SerializeField] Text moneyText;
23
24 // Task tracker text and related objects
25 [SerializeField] GameObject taskTrackerObject;
26 [SerializeField] Text taskTrackerText;
27
28 // Address book text and related objects
29 [SerializeField] GameObject addressBookObject;
30 [SerializeField] Text addressBookText;
31
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32 // "No one seems to be home" notice object
33 [SerializeField] GameObject noOneHomeObject;
34
35 private void Awake()
36 {
37 // If not the first instance of HUDManager
38 if (instance != null)
39 {
40 // Only need one --> delete
41 Destroy(gameObject);
42 return;
43 }
44
45 // Set this as the HUD Manager instance
46 instance = this;
47
48 // Persist across scenes
49 DontDestroyOnLoad(gameObject);
50
51 // Set default empty text
52 ClearCurrentTask ();
53
54 // Hide no one home text
55 noOneHomeObject.SetActive(false);
56 }
57
58 void Start ()
59 {
60 // Disable all HUD elements to start -- will enable them
later
61 ToggleDisplay(false);
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62 }
63
64 void Update ()
65 {
66 // If the user presses Tab
67 if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.Tab))
68 {
69 bool isCurrentlyActive = taskTrackerObject.
activeInHierarchy;
70
71 // Show or hide the task tracker
72 ToggleTaskTracker (! isCurrentlyActive);
73 }
74 else if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.Escape))
75 {
76 bool isCurrentlyActive = addressBookObject.
activeInHierarchy;
77
78 // Show or hide the address book
79 ToggleAddressBook (! isCurrentlyActive);
80 }
81 }
82
83 public void ToggleDisplay(bool isShown)
84 {
85 // Toggle scene objects
86 moneyBackdrop.SetActive(isShown);
87 ToggleTaskTracker(isShown);
88 ToggleAddressBook(isShown);
89
90 // Update the text
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91 DisplayText ();
92 }
93
94 void DisplayMoney(int money)
95 {
96 // Format the money display
97 moneyText.text = "$" + money;
98 }
99
100 public void ToggleTaskTracker(bool isShown)
101 {
102 // If the player has purchased the task tracker
103 if (gameplayManager.HasUpgrade("Task Tracker"))
104 {
105 // Get the active scene name
106 string sceneName = SceneManager.GetActiveScene ().name;
107
108 // If it’s not a restricted scene
109 if (sceneName != "loading" && sceneName != "title" &&
sceneName != "start_town")
110 {
111 // Toggle the task tracker
112 taskTrackerObject.SetActive(isShown);
113
114 // Update the text
115 DisplayText ();
116 }
117 }
118 // If the player has NOT purchased the task tracker
119 else
120 {
121
121 // Hide it
122 taskTrackerObject.SetActive(false);
123 }
124 }
125
126 public void ToggleAddressBook(bool isShown)
127 {
128 // If the player has purchased the address book
129 if (gameplayManager.HasUpgrade("Address Book"))
130 {
131 // Get the active scene name
132 string sceneName = SceneManager.GetActiveScene ().name;
133
134 // If it’s not a restricted scene
135 if (sceneName != "loading" && sceneName != "title" &&
sceneName != "start_town")
136 {
137 // Toggle the address book
138 addressBookObject.SetActive(isShown);
139
140 // Update the text
141 DisplayText ();
142 }
143 }
144 // If the player has NOT purchased the address book
145 else
146 {
147 // Hide it
148 addressBookObject.SetActive(false);
149 }
150 }
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152 public void DisplayText ()
153 {
154 // Display the player ’s money
155 DisplayMoney(gameplayManager.Money);
156
157 // Display the task tracker
158 DisplayTaskTrackerInformation ();
159
160 // Display cached addresses from the local DNS cache
161 cacheManager.DisplayCachedAddresses(addressBookText);
162 }
163
164 private void DisplayTaskTrackerInformation ()
165 {
166 string textToDisplay = "Recipient: ";
167
168 // If there is NOT an active delivery
169 if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(gameplayManager.NextStep.recipient)
)
170 {
171 textToDisplay += "None";
172 }
173 // If there IS an active delivery
174 else
175 {
176 // Display the recipient ’s name
177 textToDisplay += gameplayManager.NextStep.recipient;
178 }
179
180 textToDisplay += "\nNext: ";
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181
182 // If the To -Do list is empty
183 if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(gameplayManager.NextStep.nextStep))
184 {
185 textToDisplay += "None";
186 }
187 // If the todo list is NOT empty
188 else
189 {
190 // Display the last item on the To -Do list
191 textToDisplay += gameplayManager.NextStep.nextStep;
192 }
193
194 // Display the formatted text
195 // taskTrackerText.text = displayText;
196 taskTrackerText.text = textToDisplay;
197 }
198
199 public void ClearCurrentTask ()
200 {
201 // Reset to default values
202 CurrentTask = "None";
203
204 // Update the HUD
205 DisplayText ();
206 }
207
208 public void NoOneHome ()
209 {
210 // Display notification that no one is home
211 StartCoroutine(DisplayNoOneHome ());
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212 }
213
214 IEnumerator DisplayNoOneHome ()
215 {
216 // Display notice
217 noOneHomeObject.SetActive(true);
218
219 // Wait 3 seconds
220 yield return new WaitForSeconds (3);
221
222 // Hide notice
223 noOneHomeObject.SetActive(false);
224 }
225
226 public string CurrentTask { get; private set; }
227 }
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1 using System;
2 using Assets.Scripts.Lookup_Agencies;
3
4 namespace Assets.Scripts.Behind_The_Scenes
5 {
6 [Serializable]
7 public class Letter
8 {
9 public Letter(int i, Person s, Person r, string b)
10 {
11 ID = i;
12 Sender = s;
13 Recipient = r;
14 Body = b;
15 IsDelivered = false;
16 }
17
18 public void MarkDelivered(bool isDelivered)
19 {
20 IsDelivered = isDelivered;
21 }
22
23 public int ID { get; private set; }
24 public Person Sender { get; private set; }
25 public Person Recipient { get; private set; }
26 public string Body { get; private set; }
27 public bool IsDelivered { get; private set; }
28 }
29 }
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1 /* File: LetterManager.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using Assets.Scripts.Behind_The_Scenes;
7 using Assets.Scripts.Lookup_Agencies;
8 using System.Collections.Generic;
9 using System.Text;
10 using UnityEngine;
11
12 /// <summary >
13 /// Manages the overall concept of letters to deliver , including
loading them , storing them , and randomizing which ones the player
sees at what time.
14 /// </summary >
15 public class LetterManager : MonoBehaviour
16 {
17 // Singleton reference
18 static LetterManager instance = null;
19
20 // Necessary manager references
21 [SerializeField] LookupAgencyManager lookupAgencyManager;
22
23 // Letters to be delivered -- Text assets (to be parsed into
objects)
24 [SerializeField] TextAsset [] letterTextFiles;
25
26 // Letters to be delivered -- List of letter objects
27 List <Letter > lettersToDeliver;
28
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29 void Awake ()
30 {
31 // If there is already a Letter Manager -- Only need one
32 if (instance != null)
33 {
34 Destroy(gameObject);
35 return;
36 }
37
38 // Set this as the Letter Manager instance
39 instance = this;
40
41 // Persist across scenes
42 DontDestroyOnLoad(gameObject);
43
44 // Initialize the list of letters
45 lettersToDeliver = new List <Letter >();
46
47 // No current letters loaded
48 RemainingLetterCount = 0;
49 }
50
51 void Start ()
52 {
53 LoadLettersFromTextAsset ();
54 }
55
56 public void AddLetter(Person s, Person r, string b)
57 {
58 // Determine letter ID
59 int id = lettersToDeliver.Count + 1;
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60
61 // Make a new letter object and add it to the list
62 Letter newLetter = new Letter(id , s, r, b);
63 lettersToDeliver.Add(newLetter);
64 }
65
66 public Letter GetNextLetter ()
67 {
68 // List is not initialized -- ERROR
69 if (lettersToDeliver == null)
70 {
71 return null;
72 }
73
74 // No letters are loaded -- ERROR
75 if (lettersToDeliver.Count == 0)
76 {
77 return null;
78 }
79
80 // Check how many letters there are left to deliver
81 int remaining = 0;
82 foreach (Letter l in lettersToDeliver)
83 {
84 if (!l.IsDelivered)
85 {
86 remaining ++;
87 }
88 }
89
90 // If no more
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91 if (remaining == 0)
92 {
93 // Return null
94 return null;
95 }
96
97 // Get next random undelivered letter
98 Letter nextLetter = null;
99 do
100 {
101 // Determine random index
102 int id = Random.Range(0, lettersToDeliver.Count);
103
104 // Get letter at that index
105 nextLetter = lettersToDeliver[id];
106 } while (nextLetter == null || nextLetter.IsDelivered); //
If isDelivered , find next letter
107
108 // Return the random letter
109 return nextLetter;
110 }
111
112 public void MarkDelivered(int id)
113 {
114 // If list is not initialized -- ERROR
115 if (lettersToDeliver == null)
116 return;
117
118 // If ID is not valid -- ERROR
119 if (id < 0 || id >= lettersToDeliver.Count)
120 return;
130
121
122 // Mark letter at given ID as delivered
123 lettersToDeliver[id]. MarkDelivered(true);
124 }
125
126 public void MarkAllUndelivered ()
127 {
128 // If list is not initialized -- ERROR
129 if (lettersToDeliver == null)
130 return;
131
132 // Mark all letters as undelivered
133 for (int i = 0; i < lettersToDeliver.Count; i++)
134 {
135 lettersToDeliver[i]. MarkDelivered(false);
136 }
137 }
138
139 public void ParseAndAddLetter(string to , string toURL , string
from , string fromURL , string body)
140 {
141 // Parse recipient
142 string [] toParts = to.Split(’:’);
143 string recipient = toParts [1]. Trim();
144
145 // Parse recipient URL
146 string [] toURLParts = toURL.Split(’:’);
147 string recipientURL = toURLParts [1]. Trim();
148
149 // Parse sender
150 string [] fromParts = from.Split(’:’);
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151 string sender = fromParts [1]. Trim();
152
153 // Parse sender URL
154 string [] fromURLParts = fromURL.Split(’:’);
155 string senderURL = fromURLParts [1]. Trim();
156
157 // Lookup sender and recipient objects
158 Person senderProfile = lookupAgencyManager.
FindPersonProfileByName(sender);
159 Person recipientProfile = lookupAgencyManager.
FindPersonProfileByName(recipient);
160
161 // Add letter to the list to be delivered
162 AddLetter(senderProfile , recipientProfile , body);
163 }
164
165 void LoadLettersFromTextAsset ()
166 {
167 StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder ();
168
169 // For all letter files
170 foreach (TextAsset letter in letterTextFiles)
171 {
172 // Separate content by line
173 string [] parts = letter.text.Split(’\n’);
174
175 // Get message header parts
176 string to = parts [0]. Trim();
177 string toURL = parts [1]. Trim();
178 string from = parts [2]. Trim();
179 string fromURL = parts [3]. Trim();
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180
181 // Urgency line is part 4 -- not used
182 // Parts [5] is a blank line
183
184 // Body
185 sb.Clear ();
186
187 // Read the letter body line -by -line and add it to the
list of letters
188 for (int i = 6; i < parts.Length; i++)
189 {
190 // Add each line to the stored body
191 sb.Append(parts[i].Trim());
192 sb.Append("\n");
193 }
194
195 string message = sb.ToString ();
196
197 // Send parts for parsing and then add to list of
letters
198 ParseAndAddLetter(to, toURL , from , fromURL , message);
199 }
200
201 // Update number of remaining letters
202 RemainingLetterCount = lettersToDeliver.Count;
203 }
204
205 public void ResetMessages ()
206 {
207 // Mark all letters as NOT delivered
208 for (int i = 0; i < lettersToDeliver.Count; i++)
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209 {
210 lettersToDeliver[i]. MarkDelivered(false);
211 }
212 }
213
214 public int RemainingLetterCount { get; private set; }
215 }
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1 /* File: LevelManager.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using UnityEditor;
7 using UnityEngine;
8 using UnityEngine.Events;
9 using UnityEngine.SceneManagement;
10 using UnityEngine.UI;
11
12 public class LevelManager : MonoBehaviour
13 {
14 // Level Manager singleton reference
15 static LevelManager instance = null;
16
17 void Start ()
18 {
19 if (instance != null)
20 {
21 Destroy(gameObject);
22 return;
23 }
24
25 // Claim this object as the singleton
26 instance = this;
27
28 // Keep this object between scenes
29 DontDestroyOnLoad(gameObject);
30
31 // Call OnSceneLoaded () every time a new scene loads
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32 SceneManager.sceneLoaded += OnSceneLoaded;
33 }
34
35 public void OnSceneLoaded(Scene newScene , LoadSceneMode
loadSceneMode)
36 {
37 if (newScene.name == "instructions")
38 {
39 // No longer need this method being called for every
scene change
40 SceneManager.sceneLoaded -= OnSceneLoaded;
41
42 // Find the "continue" button
43 Button continueButton = GameObject.Find("Continue Button
").GetComponent <Button >();
44
45 // Remove any unnecessary listeners
46 continueButton.onClick.RemoveAllListeners ();
47
48 // Construct the UnityAction to be called on button
press
49 UnityAction continueToOfficeEvent = delegate { LoadLevel
("office"); };
50
51 // Add the UnityAction to the "continue" button press
event
52 continueButton.onClick.AddListener(continueToOfficeEvent
);
53 }
54 }
55
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56 /// <summary >
57 /// Load level by index
58 /// </summary >
59 /// <param name=" index"></param >
60 public void LoadLevel(int index)
61 {
62 SceneManager.LoadScene(index);
63 }
64
65 /// <summary >
66 /// Load level by name
67 /// </summary >
68 /// <param name="name"></param >
69 public void LoadLevel(string name)
70 {
71 SceneManager.LoadScene(name);
72 }
73
74 /// <summary >
75 /// Quit the game
76 /// </summary >
77 public void QuitGame ()
78 {
79 #if UNITY_EDITOR
80 EditorApplication.isPlaying = false;
81 #else
82 Application.Quit();
83 #endif
84 }
85 }
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1 /* File: LoadingManager.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using UnityEngine;
7 using UnityEngine.SceneManagement;
8
9 public class LoadingManager : MonoBehaviour
10 {
11 // Necessary manager references
12 [SerializeField] GameplayManager gameplayManager;
13 [SerializeField] LetterManager letterManager;
14 [SerializeField] LevelManager levelManager;
15 [SerializeField] MusicManager musicManager;
16 [SerializeField] StartSceneLoader startSceneLoader;
17 [SerializeField] LookupAgencyManager lookupAgencyManager;
18 [SerializeField] UpgradeManager upgradeManager;
19
20 // Background music file
21 [SerializeField] AudioClip music;
22
23 // NPC and player sprites for starting dialogue
24 [SerializeField] Sprite sprite_PlayerRight;
25 [SerializeField] Sprite sprite_PlayerDown;
26 [SerializeField] Sprite sprite_NPCLeft;
27
28 void Start ()
29 {
30 // Load and connect all necessary values and references
31 LinkManagersAndInitializeValues ();
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32 AssignInstantiatedObjectNames ();
33
34 // Once all is loaded , change to title scene
35 levelManager.LoadLevel("title");
36 }
37
38 void AssignInstantiatedObjectNames ()
39 {
40 // Change names of objects for consistency
41 gameplayManager.name = "GameplayManager";
42 letterManager.name = "LetterManager";
43 levelManager.name = "LevelManager";
44 musicManager.name = "MusicManager";
45 startSceneLoader.name = "StartSceneLoader";
46 lookupAgencyManager.name = "LookupAgencyManager";
47 }
48
49 void LinkManagersAndInitializeValues ()
50 {
51 /* ORDER SENSITIVE */
52
53 // Set music clip and play
54 musicManager.SetAudioClip(music);
55 musicManager.Play();
56
57 // Set default delivery values
58 gameplayManager.ResetDeliveryDetails ();
59
60 /* NOT order sensitive */
61
62 // Set starting dialogue sprites
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63 startSceneLoader.sprite_PlayerDown = sprite_PlayerDown;
64 startSceneLoader.sprite_PlayerRight = sprite_PlayerRight;
65 startSceneLoader.sprite_NPCLeft = sprite_NPCLeft;
66
67 // Populate upgrades and values
68 upgradeManager.AddUpgrade("Task Tracker", 10, isRepeatable:
false);
69 upgradeManager.AddUpgrade("Company Running Shoes", 10,
isRepeatable: false);
70 upgradeManager.AddUpgrade("Address Book", 20, isRepeatable:
false);
71 upgradeManager.AddUpgrade("Address Book Slot", 10,
isRepeatable: true);
72 upgradeManager.AddUpgrade("Exit the Matrix", 30,
isRepeatable: false);
73 upgradeManager.AddUpgrade("Where Credit is Due", 20,
isRepeatable: false);
74
75 // Add Start Scene Loader ’s method to list of scene change
events
76 SceneManager.sceneLoaded += startSceneLoader.
OnSceneWasLoaded;
77 }
78 }
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1 /* File: LookupAgencyChatManager.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using Assets.Scripts.Lookup_Agencies;
7 using System.Collections;
8 using System.Collections.Generic;
9 using UnityEngine;
10 using UnityEngine.Events;
11 using UnityEngine.EventSystems;
12 using UnityEngine.SceneManagement;
13 using UnityEngine.UI;
14
15 public class LookupAgencyChatManager : MonoBehaviour
16 {
17 public readonly float CHAT_DELAY = 0.005f;
18
19 // Necessary manager references
20 [SerializeField] GameplayManager gameplayManager;
21 [SerializeField] LookupAgencyManager lookupAgencyManager;
22
23 // List of people in this lookup agency ’s domain
24 public List <Person > listOfPeople;
25
26 // Current neighborhood ID
27 [SerializeField] char neighborhoodID;
28
29 // Event system reference to release pressed buttons -- also
plays into controller support
30 [SerializeField] EventSystem eventSystem;
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31
32 // Primary text chat (agent ’s dialogue)
33 [SerializeField] Text chatPromptText;
34
35 // Option button and text references
36 [SerializeField] Text option1Text;
37 [SerializeField] Text option2Text;
38 [SerializeField] Button option1Button;
39 [SerializeField] Button option2Button;
40
41 // Input field for "Who are you looking for?"
42 [SerializeField] InputField inputField;
43
44 // Global strings to format before placing them in the text
objects
45 string chatTextMessage;
46 string option1Message;
47 string option2Message;
48
49 // Events to invoke when option buttons are pressed
50 UnityAction option1Action;
51 UnityAction option2Action;
52
53 // Fade in/out object reference
54 [SerializeField] Transition fadeTransitionObject;
55
56 // Only one coroutine should run at a time
57 Coroutine currentCoroutine;
58
59 private void Awake()
60 {
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61 // Indicate the input field is disabled until needed
62 IsInputFieldActive = false;
63
64 // If this is a local lookup agency
65 if (SceneManager.GetActiveScene ().name == "localLookupAgency
")
66 {
67 // Figure out which local lookup agency it is by
neighborhood ID
68 neighborhoodID = GameObject.Find("GameplayManager").
GetComponent <GameplayManager >().CurrentNeighborhoodID
;
69 }
70 }
71
72 void Start ()
73 {
74 // Find managers needed for scene
75 FindObjectsForScene ();
76
77 // Get list of people within this lookup agency ’s domain
78 GatherListOfPeople ();
79
80 // Set up the start dialogue
81 StartDialogue ();
82
83 // Set greeting for first interaction
84 chatTextMessage = "Welcome to the " + lookupAgencyManager.
GetNeighborhoodNameFromID(neighborhoodID) + " Lookup
Agency. " + chatTextMessage;
85
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86 // Update the UI
87 DisplayText ();
88
89 // Disable the input field until needed
90 ToggleInputField(false);
91 }
92
93 private void Update ()
94 {
95 // If showing the input field
96 if (IsInputFieldActive)
97 {
98 // Allow enter key to submit input text
99 if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.Return))
100 {
101 // Submit text in input field
102 option2Button.onClick.Invoke ();
103 }
104 }
105 }
106
107 void FindObjectsForScene ()
108 {
109 // Persistent objects -- must look up at runtime
110 gameplayManager = GameObject.Find("GameplayManager").
GetComponent <GameplayManager >();
111 lookupAgencyManager = GameObject.Find("LookupAgencyManager")
.GetComponent <LookupAgencyManager >();
112 }
113
114 public void GatherListOfPeople ()
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115 {
116 // Get list of people within this lookup agency ’s domain
117 listOfPeople = lookupAgencyManager.
GetListOfPeopleByNeighborhood(neighborhoodID);
118 }
119
120 public bool LookupPerson(string name , out Person thisPerson)
121 {
122 thisPerson = null;
123
124 // Find the requested person
125 foreach (Person p in listOfPeople)
126 {
127 // If the names match
128 if (p.Name.ToLower () == name.ToLower ())
129 {
130 // Return the person reference
131 thisPerson = p;
132
133 // Indicate success
134 return true;
135 }
136 }
137
138 // Could not find the person
139 return false;
140 }
141
142 void StartDialogue ()
143 {
144 // Disable the input field
145
145 ToggleInputField(false);
146
147 // Set greeting and options
148 chatTextMessage = "How may we assist you?";
149 option1Message = "I’m looking for someone.";
150 option2Message = "I can ’t figure out where to go from here."
;
151
152 // "I’m looking for someone"
153 option1Action = delegate
154 {
155 // Show input for lookup
156 ToggleInputField(true);
157
158 // Update the UI
159 DisplayText ();
160 };
161 // "I can ’t figure out where to go from here."
162 option2Action = delegate
163 {
164 // Hint at player ’s next step
165 WhereToGo ();
166
167 // Update the UI
168 DisplayText ();
169 };
170 }
171
172 public void WhereToGo ()
173 {
174 // If there is no active delivery
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175 if (gameplayManager.CurrentMessage == null)
176 {
177 // Suggest they return to office to start one
178 NoLetterDialogue ();
179 }
180 // If they ’re in the correct location
181 else if (neighborhoodID == gameplayManager.NextStep.
neighborhoodID)
182 {
183 // "I can help you"
184 CorrectLocationDialogue ();
185 }
186 // If they ’re in the wrong location
187 else
188 {
189 // Hint at their next step
190 IncorrectLocationDialogue ();
191 }
192 }
193
194 private void CorrectLocationDialogue ()
195 {
196 // "I can help you"
197 chatTextMessage = "You ’re in the right spot! I can help you.
";
198 option1Message = "Okay!";
199 option2Message = "On second thought , I’ll come back later.";
200
201 // "Okay!"
202 option1Action = delegate
203 {
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204 // Restart dialogue
205 StartDialogue ();
206
207 // Update the UI
208 DisplayText ();
209 };
210 // "I’ll come back later"
211 option2Action = delegate
212 {
213 // Say goodbye and update the UI
214 DepartAndUpdateUI ();
215 };
216 }
217
218 private void NoLetterDialogue ()
219 {
220 // Hint at where to get a letter
221 chatTextMessage = "You don ’t seem to have a letter with you.
Start by getting one from your office.";
222 option1Message = "Whoops. I’ll come back when I have one.";
223 option2Message = "I have something else.";
224
225 // "I’ll come back"
226 option1Action = delegate
227 {
228 // Say goodbye and update the UI
229 DepartAndUpdateUI ();
230 };
231 // "I have another request"
232 option2Action = delegate
233 {
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234 // Say goodbye and update the UI
235 DepartAndUpdateUI ();
236 };
237 }
238
239 void ToggleInputField(bool isActive)
240 {
241 // Disable the input field first
242 IsInputFieldActive = false;
243 inputField.gameObject.SetActive(false);
244
245 // If they ’re at the right lookup agency
246 if (neighborhoodID == gameplayManager.NextStep.
neighborhoodID)
247 {
248 // If there is NOT an active delivery
249 if (gameplayManager.CurrentMessage == null)
250 {
251 // Hint at getting a letter first
252 NoLetterDialogue ();
253 return;
254 }
255 // If there IS an active delivery
256 else
257 {
258 // Enable the input field
259 IsInputFieldActive = isActive;
260 inputField.gameObject.SetActive(isActive);
261
262 // Enable/disable the appropriate buttons
263 option1Button.gameObject.SetActive (! isActive);
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264 option2Button.gameObject.SetActive(true);
265
266 // Set up prompts
267 chatTextMessage = "Who are you looking for?";
268 option1Message = "";
269 option2Message = "This person.";
270
271 // Redundant in case option1Button is not properly
disabled
272 option1Action = delegate
273 {
274 // Re -update the UI
275 DisplayText ();
276 };
277 // "This person"
278 option2Action = delegate
279 {
280 // Lookup the requested person
281 LookupPerson ();
282
283 // Update the UI
284 DisplayText ();
285 };
286 }
287 }
288 // If they ’re NOT at the right lookup agency
289 else
290 {
291 // Hint at the correct lookup agency
292 IncorrectLocationDialogue ();
293 }
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294 }
295
296 void LookupPerson ()
297 {
298 // Disable the input field
299 ToggleInputField(false);
300
301 string targetName = "";
302 Person thisPersonProfile = null;
303
304 // If the player has purchased the "Exit the Matrix" upgrade
305 if (gameplayManager.HasUpgrade("Exit the Matrix"))
306 {
307 // Reference the recipient ’s URL
308 targetName = gameplayManager.CurrentMessage.Recipient.
URL;
309 }
310 else
311 {
312 // Reference the recipient ’s name
313 targetName = gameplayManager.CurrentMessage.Recipient.
Name;
314 }
315
316 // If the input name matches the target message
317 if (inputField.text.ToLower ().Trim() == targetName.ToLower ()
.Trim())
318 {
319 // Find the person ’s profile
320 thisPersonProfile = gameplayManager.CurrentMessage.
Recipient;
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321
322 // If this person doesn ’t exist -- ERROR
323 if (thisPersonProfile == null)
324 {
325 // Hint at possible cause for not finding the person
326 chatTextMessage = "Hmm... I don ’t know that person.
Did you spell the name correctly?";
327 option1Message = "Let me try again.";
328 option2Message = "I’ll check and come back.";
329
330 // "Let me try again"
331 option1Action = delegate
332 {
333 // Re -display the input field
334 ToggleInputField(true);
335
336 // Update the UI
337 DisplayText ();
338 };
339 // "I’ll check and come back"
340 option2Action = delegate
341 {
342 // Say goodbye and update the UI
343 DepartAndUpdateUI ();
344 };
345 }
346 // If the person DOES exist -- expected
347 else
348 {
349 // If currently at CLA
350 if (neighborhoodID == ’X’)
152
351 {
352 // Find next location
353 string nextLocation = lookupAgencyManager.
GetNeighborhoodNameFromID(thisPersonProfile.
NeighborhoodID);
354
355 // Tell the player where to go
356 chatTextMessage = "It seems that person lives in
" + nextLocation + ". Check with their
Lookup Agency office for more specific
details.";
357 option1Message = "Thanks!";
358 option2Message = "";
359
360 // "Thanks"
361 option1Action = delegate
362 {
363 // Say goodbye and update the UI
364 DepartAndUpdateUI ();
365 };
366 // Redundant in case the option2Button did not
get disabled properly
367 option2Action = delegate
368 {
369 // Say goodbye and update the UI
370 DepartAndUpdateUI ();
371 };
372
373 // Store next step instructions
374 GameplayManager.DeliveryInstructions
nextInstructions;
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375 nextInstructions.nextStep = nextLocation + "
Lookup Agency";
376 nextInstructions.neighborhoodID =
thisPersonProfile.NeighborhoodID;
377
378 // If the player has purchased the "Exit the
Matrix" upgrade
379 if (gameplayManager.HasUpgrade("Exit the Matrix"
))
380 {
381 // Reference the recipient ’s URL
382 nextInstructions.recipient =
thisPersonProfile.URL;
383 }
384 else
385 {
386 // Reference the recipient ’s name
387 nextInstructions.recipient =
thisPersonProfile.Name;
388 }
389
390 // Store next step instructions
391 gameplayManager.SetNextSteps(nextInstructions);
392 }
393 // If currently at local lookup agency
394 else
395 {
396 // Find next location
397 string nextLocation = lookupAgencyManager.
GetNeighborhoodNameFromID(thisPersonProfile.
NeighborhoodID);
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398
399 // Tell the player the residence number
400 chatTextMessage = "That person lives at
Residence #" + thisPersonProfile.HouseNumber
+ ".";
401 option1Message = "Thanks!";
402 option2Message = "";
403
404 // "Thanks"
405 option1Action = delegate
406 {
407 // Say goodbye and update the UI
408 DepartAndUpdateUI ();
409 };
410 // Redundant in case the option2Button did not
get disabled properly
411 option2Action = delegate
412 {
413 // Say goodbye and update the UI
414 DepartAndUpdateUI ();
415 };
416
417 // Store the next step instructions
418 GameplayManager.DeliveryInstructions
nextInstructions;
419 nextInstructions.neighborhoodID =
thisPersonProfile.NeighborhoodID;
420
421 // If the player has purchased the "Exit the
Matrix" upgrade
422 if (gameplayManager.HasUpgrade("Exit the Matrix"
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))
423 {
424 // Reference the recipient ’s URL
425 nextInstructions.recipient =
thisPersonProfile.URL;
426
427 // Determine the recipient ’s IP
428 nextInstructions.nextStep = AddressManager.
DetermineIPFromHouseInfo(
thisPersonProfile.HouseNumber ,
thisPersonProfile.NeighborhoodID);
429
430 // Adjust the message to the player to
reflect the IP instead of the house
number
431 chatTextMessage = "That person lives at " +
nextInstructions.nextStep + ".";
432 }
433 else
434 {
435 // Reference the recipient ’s name
436 nextInstructions.recipient =
thisPersonProfile.Name;
437
438 // Use the recipient ’s house number
439 nextInstructions.nextStep = "Residence #" +
thisPersonProfile.HouseNumber;
440 }
441
442 // Store the next step instructions
443 gameplayManager.SetNextSteps(nextInstructions);
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444 }
445 }
446 }
447 // Does NOT match the name on the package
448 else
449 {
450 // Tell the player it doesn ’t match
451 chatTextMessage = "Hmm... That ’s not the person written
on your package. Who is it again that you ’re looking
for?";
452 option1Message = "Let me try again.";
453 option2Message = "I’ll check and come back.";
454
455 // "Let me try again"
456 option1Action = delegate
457 {
458 // Re -show the input field
459 ToggleInputField(true);
460
461 // Update the UI
462 DisplayText ();
463 };
464 // "I’ll come back"
465 option2Action = delegate
466 {
467 // Say goodbye and update the UI
468 DepartAndUpdateUI ();
469 };
470 }
471 }
472
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473 private void DepartAndUpdateUI ()
474 {
475 // Say goodbye
476 DepartDialogue ();
477
478 // Update the UI
479 DisplayText ();
480 }
481
482 private void IncorrectLocationDialogue ()
483 {
484 // Incorrect place
485 string centralLookupLocation = lookupAgencyManager.
GetNeighborhoodNameFromID(’X’);
486 chatTextMessage = "Hmm... I’m not sure you ’re in the right
spot. Check the Lookup Agency in " +
centralLookupLocation + " for your next steps.";
487 option1Message = "I’ll do that.";
488 option2Message = "";
489
490 // "I’ll go to the right place"
491 option1Action = delegate
492 {
493 // Say goodbye and update the UI
494 DepartAndUpdateUI ();
495 };
496 // Redundant in case the option2Button did not get disabled
properly
497 option2Action = delegate
498 {
499 // Say goodbye and update the UI
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500 DepartAndUpdateUI ();
501 };
502 }
503
504 void DisplayText ()
505 {
506 if (currentCoroutine != null)
507 StopCoroutine(currentCoroutine);
508
509 currentCoroutine = StartCoroutine(WriteTextToUI(
chatTextMessage , option1Message , option2Message));
510 AddEventListeners(option1Action , option2Action);
511 }
512
513 IEnumerator WriteTextToUI(string chat , string option1 , string
option2)
514 {
515 // Clear displayed text
516 chatPromptText.text = "";
517 option1Text.text = "";
518 option2Text.text = "";
519
520 // Deselect all buttons
521 eventSystem.SetSelectedGameObject(null);
522
523 option1Button.interactable = !string.IsNullOrEmpty(option1);
524 option2Button.interactable = !string.IsNullOrEmpty(option2);
525
526 // Write to chat prompt
527 for (int i = 0; i < chat.Length; i++)
528 {
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529 // Delay between characters
530 yield return new WaitForSeconds(CHAT_DELAY);
531
532 // Write next character
533 chatPromptText.text += chat[i];
534 }
535
536 // Write option 1 button text
537 for (int i = 0; i < option1.Length; i++)
538 {
539 // Delay between characters
540 yield return new WaitForSeconds(CHAT_DELAY);
541
542 // Write next character
543 option1Text.text += option1[i];
544 }
545
546 // Write option 2 button text
547 for (int i = 0; i < option2.Length; i++)
548 {
549 // Delay between characters
550 yield return new WaitForSeconds(CHAT_DELAY);
551
552 // Write next character
553 option2Text.text += option2[i];
554 }
555 }
556
557 void AddEventListeners(UnityAction a1 , UnityAction a2)
558 {
559 // Add option 1 listener
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560 option1Button.onClick.RemoveAllListeners ();
561 option1Button.onClick.AddListener(a1);
562
563 // Add option 2 listener
564 option2Button.onClick.RemoveAllListeners ();
565 option2Button.onClick.AddListener(a2);
566 }
567
568 public void DepartDialogue ()
569 {
570 // Say goodbye
571 chatTextMessage = "Come back soon!";
572 option1Message = "Bye.";
573 option2Message = "";
574
575 // Make both buttons redirect to twon
576 option1Action = delegate { GoToTown (); };
577 option2Action = delegate { GoToTown (); };
578 }
579
580 public char DetermineNextLocation(Person p)
581 {
582 // If the current neighborhood is Root Village (’X’), go to
the appropriate
583 // local lookup agency (p.NeighborhoodID). If the player is
at a local lookup agency
584 // (not ’X’), then the next step is go to the residence (’H
’)
585 return neighborhoodID == ’X’ ? p.NeighborhoodID : ’H’;
586 }
587
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588 public void GoToTown ()
589 {
590 // Fade out and transition to town
591 fadeTransitionObject.FadeMethod("town");
592 }
593
594 public bool IsInputFieldActive { get; private set; }
595 }
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1 /* File: LookupAgencyManager.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using Assets.Scripts.Lookup_Agencies;
7 using System.Collections;
8 using System.Collections.Generic;
9 using UnityEngine;
10
11 public class LookupAgencyManager : MonoBehaviour
12 {
13 // Lookup Agency Manager singleton reference
14 static LookupAgencyManager instance = null;
15
16 // All text assets to be loaded from file
17 [SerializeField] TextAsset listOfPeopleTextAsset;
18
19 // All people in all neighborhoods
20 List <Person > listOfAllPeople;
21
22 // Lookup tables to convert neighbhorhood IDs to names
23 Dictionary <char , string > idLookupTable;
24
25 private void Awake()
26 {
27 // If there is already a Lookup Agency Manager
28 if (instance != null)
29 {
30 // Only need one --> Delete
31 Destroy(gameObject);
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32 return;
33 }
34
35 // Set singleton instance
36 DontDestroyOnLoad(gameObject);
37 instance = this;
38
39 // Load values into the ID lookup table
40 idLookupTable = new Dictionary <char , string >();
41 idLookupTable.Add(’X’, "Root Village");
42 idLookupTable.Add(’C’, "COM Hills");
43 idLookupTable.Add(’O’, "ORG Park");
44 idLookupTable.Add(’N’, "NET Heights");
45
46 listOfAllPeople = new List <Person >();
47
48 // Load people , addresses , etc from the TextAssets
49 LoadListOfPeople ();
50 }
51
52 void LoadListOfPeople ()
53 {
54 // Split text asset by line
55 string [] linesOfPeople = listOfPeopleTextAsset.text.Split(’\
n’);
56
57 // For each line in the text asset
58 foreach (string line in linesOfPeople)
59 {
60 // Get name , URL , neighborhood ID , neighborhood name ,
and house number
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61 string [] parts = line.Split(’,’);
62 string name = parts [0]. Trim();
63 string url = parts [1]. Trim();
64 char neighborhoodID = parts [2]. Trim()[0];
65 string neighborhood = "";
66 idLookupTable.TryGetValue(neighborhoodID , out
neighborhood);
67 int houseNumber = System.Convert.ToInt32(parts [3]. Trim()
);
68
69 Person thisPerson = new Person(name , url , neighborhood ,
neighborhoodID , houseNumber);
70
71 // Store this person ’s profile in the list
72 listOfAllPeople.Add(thisPerson);
73 }
74 }
75
76 public Person FindPersonProfileByName(string personName)
77 {
78 Person targetPerson = null;
79
80 // Find the person by name in the list -- unsorted
81 foreach (Person thisPerson in listOfAllPeople)
82 {
83 // Compare each name by lowercase
84 if (thisPerson.Name.ToLower () == personName.ToLower ())
85 {
86 // Matches -- Return this profile
87 targetPerson = thisPerson;
88 break;
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89 }
90 }
91
92 return targetPerson;
93 }
94
95 public Person FindPersonProfileByURL(string url)
96 {
97 Person targetPerson = null;
98
99 // Find the person by URL in the list -- unsorted
100 foreach (Person thisPerson in listOfAllPeople)
101 {
102 // Compare each URL by lowercase
103 if (thisPerson.URL.ToLower () == url.ToLower ())
104 {
105 // Matches -- Return this profile
106 targetPerson = thisPerson;
107 break;
108 }
109 }
110
111 return targetPerson;
112 }
113
114 public List <Person > GetListOfPeopleByNeighborhood(char id)
115 {
116 List <Person > neighborhoodPeople = new List <Person >();
117
118 // If in Root Village
119 if (id == ’X’)
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120 {
121 // Return the whole list of people
122 neighborhoodPeople = listOfAllPeople;
123 }
124 // If at a local lookup agency
125 else if (idLookupTable.ContainsKey(id))
126 {
127 // Find all people within that neighborhood
128 foreach (Person thisPerson in listOfAllPeople)
129 {
130 if (thisPerson.NeighborhoodID == id)
131 {
132 neighborhoodPeople.Add(thisPerson);
133 }
134 }
135 }
136
137 return neighborhoodPeople;
138 }
139
140 public string GetNeighborhoodNameFromID(char id)
141 {
142 string name = "";
143 idLookupTable.TryGetValue(id, out name);
144 return name;
145 }
146 }
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1 /* File: MusicManager.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using UnityEngine;
7
8 public class MusicManager : MonoBehaviour
9 {
10 // Music Manager singleton reference
11 static MusicManager instance = null;
12
13 // Store the object playing the music in the scene(s)
14 [SerializeField] AudioSource musicSource;
15
16 // Store the .wav file being played in the background
17 AudioClip musicClip;
18
19 private void Awake()
20 {
21 // Only use one music manager at a time
22 if (instance != null)
23 {
24 Destroy(gameObject);
25 return;
26 }
27
28 instance = this;
29 DontDestroyOnLoad(gameObject);
30 }
31
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32 void Start ()
33 {
34 musicSource = GameObject.Find("MusicSource").GetComponent <
AudioSource >();
35 }
36
37 public void SetAudioClip(AudioClip ac)
38 {
39 // Save music clip
40 musicClip = ac;
41
42 // Set music clip in AudioSource
43 musicSource.clip = musicClip;
44
45 // Loop the clip
46 musicSource.loop = true;
47 }
48
49 public void Play()
50 {
51 // Play via the audio source
52 musicSource.Play();
53
54 // Until audio controls can be fully implemented , mute the
track
55 musicSource.mute = true;
56 }
57
58 public void Pause()
59 {
60 // Pause via the audio source
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61 musicSource.Pause ();
62 }
63
64 public void Stop()
65 {
66 // Stop via the audio source
67 musicSource.Stop();
68 }
69 }
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1 /* File: NeighborhoodTransition.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using System.Collections;
7 using UnityEngine;
8 using UnityEngine.UI;
9
10 public class NeighborhoodTransition : MonoBehaviour
11 {
12 // Black fade image to use in transitioning
13 [SerializeField] Image fadeImage;
14
15 // Necessary player and component references
16 PlayerController player;
17 Rigidbody2D playerRigidbody;
18
19 // In -game marker to transition towards
20 [SerializeField] GameObject transitionMarker;
21
22 // Flags to indicate which X and Y values will be affected
23 [SerializeField] bool transitionX = true;
24 [SerializeField] bool transitionY = true;
25
26 public IEnumerator Fade(float start , float end , float timeToFade
)
27 {
28 // Ensure transition image is enabled
29 fadeImage.enabled = true;
30 fadeImage.gameObject.SetActive(true);
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31 Color currentFadeColor = fadeImage.color;
32
33 // Set starting alpha
34 currentFadeColor.a = start;
35 fadeImage.color = currentFadeColor;
36
37 // Interpolate transition in/out over timeToFade seconds
38 for (float currentFadeTime = 0.0f; currentFadeColor.a != end
; currentFadeTime += Time.deltaTime)
39 {
40 // Calculate what the alpha should be at this point in
the interpolation
41 float fadeAlpha = Mathf.Lerp(start , end , currentFadeTime
/ timeToFade);
42
43 // Set alpha in color
44 currentFadeColor.a = fadeAlpha;
45 fadeImage.color = currentFadeColor;
46
47 // Wait for the frame to update
48 yield return new WaitForEndOfFrame ();
49 }
50
51 // If the image is transparent at the end
52 if (end == 0.0f)
53 {
54 // Disable to avoid UI issues
55 fadeImage.enabled = false;
56 }
57 }
58
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59 public IEnumerator Transition ()
60 {
61 // Fade out to black
62 yield return Fade(0, 1, 0.5f);
63
64 // Calculate the new position
65 Vector3 newPosition = playerRigidbody.position;
66 Vector3 targetPosition = transitionMarker.transform.position
;
67
68 // If X will be affected
69 if (transitionX)
70 {
71 // Set new X value
72 newPosition.x = targetPosition.x;
73 }
74
75 // If Y will be affected
76 if (transitionY)
77 {
78 // Set new Y value
79 newPosition.y = targetPosition.y;
80 }
81
82 // Set the new position
83 playerRigidbody.position = newPosition;
84
85 // Fade in
86 yield return Fade(1, 0, 0.5f);
87 }
88
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89 private void OnTriggerEnter2D(Collider2D collision)
90 {
91 // Get the player and component references
92 player = collision.GetComponent <PlayerController >();
93 playerRigidbody = collision.GetComponent <Rigidbody2D >();
94
95 // Start the transition
96 StartCoroutine(Transition ());
97 }
98 }
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1 /* File: OfficeComputerManager.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using UnityEngine;
7 using UnityEngine.UI;
8 using Assets.Scripts.Behind_The_Scenes;
9
10 public class OfficeComputerManager : MonoBehaviour
11 {
12 // Reference to the player object in the scene
13 [SerializeField] PlayerController player;
14
15 // Reference to the computer UI
16 [SerializeField] GameObject officeComputerCanvas;
17
18 // Reference to computer UI text for displaying various details
19 [SerializeField] Text screenText;
20
21 // Buttons on the logistic menu
22 [SerializeField] Button [] logisticsButtons;
23
24 // Price text for task tracker upgrade
25 [SerializeField] Text taskTrackerPriceText;
26
27 // Price text for company running shoes upgrade
28 [SerializeField] Text companyRunningShoesPriceText;
29
30 // Address Book upgrade text objects
31 [SerializeField] Text addressBookPriceText;
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32 [SerializeField] Text addressBookSlotPriceText;
33 [SerializeField] Text addressBookSlotDescriptionText;
34
35 // Price text for Exit the Matrix upgrade
36 [SerializeField] Text exitMatrixPriceText;
37
38 // Flag to indicate if the computer UI is shown
39 bool isComputerShown;
40
41 // Manager references
42 GameplayManager gameplayManager;
43 UpgradeManager upgradeManager;
44 CacheManager cacheManager;
45 HUDManager hudManager;
46
47 // Flag to indicate if the player is close enough to the
computer to interact with it
48 bool isAtComputer;
49
50 void Start ()
51 {
52 // Remove the details from the text object
53 screenText.text = "";
54
55 // Set manager references
56 FindManagersInScene ();
57
58 // Display upgrades price
59 taskTrackerPriceText.text = "$" + upgradeManager.
GetUpgradeCost("Task Tracker");
60 companyRunningShoesPriceText.text = "$" + upgradeManager.
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GetUpgradeCost("Company Running Shoes");
61 addressBookPriceText.text = "$" + upgradeManager.
GetUpgradeCost("Address Book");
62 addressBookSlotPriceText.text = "$" + upgradeManager.
GetUpgradeCost("Address Book Slot");
63 exitMatrixPriceText.text = "$" + upgradeManager.
GetUpgradeCost("Exit the Matrix");
64
65 // The player starts away from the computer
66 isAtComputer = false;
67
68 // Hide computer and logistics buttons
69 ToggleDisplayLogisticsButtons(false);
70 ToggleComputerCanvas(false);
71 }
72
73 private void FindManagersInScene ()
74 {
75 // Find the GameplayManager in scene
76 GameObject gameplayManagerObject = GameObject.Find("
GameplayManager");
77
78 // If the gameplay manager object is valid (not null)
79 if (gameplayManagerObject != null)
80 {
81 // Get the gameplay manager component from the object
82 gameplayManager = gameplayManagerObject.GetComponent <
GameplayManager >();
83 }
84
85 // Find the UpgradeManager in scene
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86 GameObject upgradeManagerObject = GameObject.Find("
UpgradeManager");
87
88 // If the upgrade manager object is valid (not null)
89 if (upgradeManagerObject != null)
90 {
91 // Get the upgrade manager component from the object
92 upgradeManager = upgradeManagerObject.GetComponent <
UpgradeManager >();
93 }
94
95 // Find the CacheManager in scene
96 GameObject cacheManagerObject = GameObject.Find("
CacheManager");
97
98 // If the cache manager object is valid (not null)
99 if (cacheManagerObject != null)
100 {
101 // Get the cache manager component from the object
102 cacheManager = cacheManagerObject.GetComponent <
CacheManager >();
103 }
104
105 // Find the HUDManager in scene
106 GameObject hudManagerObject = GameObject.Find("HUD");
107
108 // If the cache manager object is valid (not null)
109 if (hudManagerObject != null)
110 {
111 // Get the cache manager component from the object
112 hudManager = hudManagerObject.GetComponent <HUDManager >()
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;
113 }
114 }
115
116 // Update is called once per frame
117 void Update ()
118 {
119 // If computer is hidden and player is within trigger
120 if (! isComputerShown && isAtComputer)
121 {
122 // If pressing space bar
123 if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.Space))
124 {
125 // Show computer
126 ToggleComputerCanvas(true);
127 }
128 }
129 }
130
131 void ToggleComputerCanvas(bool isShown)
132 {
133 // Set default text as empty
134 screenText.text = "";
135
136 // Store isShown value for reference in other methods
137 isComputerShown = isShown;
138
139 // Display or hide the computer UI
140 officeComputerCanvas.gameObject.SetActive(isShown);
141
142 // Freeze player if at computer
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143 player.IsWalkingEnabled = !isShown;
144
145 // Force the computer UI to update
146 ForceUpdateGUI ();
147 }
148
149 private void OnTriggerStay2D(Collider2D collision)
150 {
151 // If player is activating the trigger , they ’re at the
computer
152 isAtComputer = true;
153 }
154
155 private void OnTriggerEnter2D(Collider2D collision)
156 {
157 // If player is activating the trigger , they ’re at the
computer
158 isAtComputer = true;
159 }
160
161 private void OnTriggerExit2D(Collider2D collision)
162 {
163 // If player is done activating the trigger , they left the
computer
164 isAtComputer = false;
165 }
166
167 public void TurnOffComputer ()
168 {
169 // Hide the canvas
170 ToggleComputerCanvas(false);
180
171 }
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173 bool HasValidActiveDelivery ()
174 {
175 // If Gameplay Manager is invalid
176 if (gameplayManager == null)
177 return false;
178
179 // Force update the HUD
180 gameplayManager.ForceUpdateHUD ();
181
182 // Check if the player has an active delivery and return the
result
183 return gameplayManager.HasCurrentTarget ();
184 }
185
186 public void NewDeliveryRequest ()
187 {
188 // If Gameplay Manager is valid
189 if (gameplayManager != null)
190 {
191 string systemMessage = "";
192
193 // If there is already an active delivery
194 if (gameplayManager.HasCurrentTarget ())
195 {
196 // Display error message reminding the user of the
active delivery
197 systemMessage = "Please complete your current
delivery before initiating another .\n";
198 }
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199 // If there is not an active delivery
200 else
201 {
202 // Start a delivery and tell the user
203 systemMessage = "Success! You ’ve successfully setup
the following delivery :\n";
204
205 gameplayManager.GetNextMessage ();
206 }
207
208 // Display the message details on screen with system
message
209 DisplayDetails(systemMessage);
210 }
211
212 // Hide the logistics screen
213 ToggleDisplayLogisticsButtons(false);
214
215 // Show the text
216 screenText.gameObject.SetActive(true);
217
218 // Update the HUD
219 gameplayManager.ForceUpdateHUD ();
220 }
221
222 void DisplayDetails(in string systemMessage)
223 {
224 // Get the current message details
225 Letter currentMessage = gameplayManager.CurrentMessage;
226 string sender = currentMessage.Sender.Name;
227 string recipient = currentMessage.Recipient.Name;
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228
229 // If the player has purchased the exit the matrix upgrade
230 if (gameplayManager.HasUpgrade("Exit the Matrix"))
231 {
232 // Use the URLs instead of the names
233 sender = currentMessage.Sender.URL;
234 recipient = currentMessage.Recipient.URL;
235 }
236
237 // Format the text to be displayed on screen
238 string senderLine = "Sender: " + sender;
239 string receiverLine = "Recipient: " + recipient;
240 string bodyLine = "\n" + currentMessage.Body;
241
242 string displayText = "";
243
244 // If there is a system message
245 if (! string.IsNullOrEmpty(systemMessage))
246 {
247 // Put it before the message details
248 displayText = systemMessage + "\n";
249 }
250
251 // Add the message details
252 displayText += senderLine + "\n" + receiverLine + "\n" +
bodyLine;
253
254 // Show the text
255 screenText.text = displayText;
256 screenText.gameObject.SetActive(true);
257
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258 // Update the HUD
259 gameplayManager.ForceUpdateHUD ();
260 }
261
262 void DisplayNoActiveDeliveryError ()
263 {
264 // Display error message
265 screenText.text = "You don ’t currently have an active
delivery. Try starting a new request.";
266
267 // Update the HUD
268 gameplayManager.ForceUpdateHUD ();
269 }
270
271 public void ViewDeliveryDetails ()
272 {
273 // If the player has an active delivery
274 if (HasValidActiveDelivery ())
275 {
276 // Display delivery details
277 DisplayDetails("");
278 }
279 // If the player does not have a delivery
280 else
281 {
282 // Display an error
283 DisplayNoActiveDeliveryError ();
284 }
285
286 // Hide logistics
287 ToggleDisplayLogisticsButtons(false);
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288
289 // Show the text on -screen
290 screenText.gameObject.SetActive(true);
291 }
292
293 public void NextDestination ()
294 {
295 // If valid Gameplay Manager and if there is an active
delivery
296 if (HasValidActiveDelivery ())
297 {
298 // Check if the lookup details are not null
299 bool isValidAbbreviation = !string.IsNullOrEmpty(
gameplayManager.NextStep.nextStep) && !string.
IsNullOrEmpty(gameplayManager.NextStep.recipient);
300
301 // Reference the stored next step
302 string nextDisplayDestination = gameplayManager.NextStep
.nextStep;
303
304 // Display next location
305 screenText.text = "You should try stopping by the " +
nextDisplayDestination + " next";
306 }
307 else
308 {
309 // Display error
310 DisplayNoActiveDeliveryError ();
311 }
312
313 // Hide the logistics buttons
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314 ToggleDisplayLogisticsButtons(false);
315
316 // Show the on -screen text
317 screenText.gameObject.SetActive(true);
318
319 // Update the HUD
320 gameplayManager.ForceUpdateHUD ();
321 }
322
323 public void Logistics ()
324 {
325 // If the Gameplay Manager is valid
326 if (gameplayManager != null)
327 {
328 // Display the logistics menu
329 ToggleDisplayLogisticsButtons(true);
330 }
331
332 // Update the HUD
333 gameplayManager.ForceUpdateHUD ();
334 }
335
336 void ToggleDisplayLogisticsButtons(bool isShown)
337 {
338 // Enable/Disable each logistics button
339 foreach (Button b in logisticsButtons)
340 {
341 // Enable/disable all buttons
342 b.gameObject.SetActive(isShown);
343 }
344
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345 // If showing the logistics screen
346 if (isShown)
347 {
348 // Hide the message text
349 screenText.gameObject.SetActive(false);
350 }
351 }
352
353 public void PurchaseTaskTracker ()
354 {
355 // Task Tracker instructions to display on purchase
356 string instructions = "To use the Task Tracker , press TAB to
display your current target and your next delivery
location.";
357
358 // Attempt to purchase the task tracker
359 string upgradeTitle = "Task Tracker";
360
361 // If successful
362 if (AttemptPurchaseUpgrade(upgradeTitle , instructions))
363 {
364 // Display the task tracker
365 hudManager.ToggleTaskTracker(true);
366 }
367 }
368
369 public void PurchaseCompanyRunningShoes ()
370 {
371 // Exit the Matrix instructions to display on purchase
372 string instructions = "Boss bought you some running shoes!
Hold Left Shift to run faster.";
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373
374 string upgradeTitle = "Company Running Shoes";
375
376 // Attempt to purchase the exit the matrix upgrade
377 AttemptPurchaseUpgrade(upgradeTitle , instructions);
378 }
379
380 public void PurchaseExitTheMatrix ()
381 {
382 // Exit the Matrix instructions to display on purchase
383 string instructions = "Now all addresses will be IP
addresses and all lookup agencies will be based on real
domain lookups.";
384
385 string upgradeTitle = "Exit the Matrix";
386
387 // Attempt to purchase the exit the matrix upgrade
388 AttemptPurchaseUpgrade(upgradeTitle , instructions);
389 }
390
391 public void PurchaseAddressBook ()
392 {
393 // Address Book instructions to display on purchase
394 string instructions = "To use the Address Book , press Esc to
display the previous delivery locations.";
395
396 // Attempt to purchase the task tracker
397 string upgradeTitle = "Address Book";
398
399 // If successful
400 if (AttemptPurchaseUpgrade(upgradeTitle , instructions))
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401 {
402 // Display the address book
403 hudManager.ToggleAddressBook(true);
404 }
405 }
406
407 public void PurchaseAddressBookSlot ()
408 {
409 string upgradeTitle = "Address Book Slot";
410 const int BASE_SLOT_QUANTITY = 3;
411 const int PURCHASE_QUANTITY_LIMIT = 2;
412
413 // If the player has already purchased the limit
414 if (upgradeManager.GetQuantity(upgradeTitle) ==
PURCHASE_QUANTITY_LIMIT)
415 {
416 // Set error message
417 screenText.text = "You cannot add any more slots to your
Address Book.";
418
419 // Make sure price is marked as "Maxed out" and
italicized
420 addressBookSlotPriceText.text = "Maxed Out";
421 addressBookSlotPriceText.fontStyle = FontStyle.Italic;
422
423 // Show on-screen message
424 screenText.gameObject.SetActive(true);
425 }
426 // If the player has the address book upgrade and is under
the limit
427 else if (gameplayManager.HasUpgrade("Address Book"))
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428 {
429 // Address Book instructions to display on purchase
430 string instructions = "1 slot has been added to your
Address Book.";
431
432 // If purchase is successful
433 if (AttemptPurchaseUpgrade(upgradeTitle , instructions))
434 {
435 // Update the address book slot capacity for
cacheManager
436 cacheManager.maxCapacity = BASE_SLOT_QUANTITY +
upgradeManager.GetQuantity(upgradeTitle);
437
438 // If the player has purchased the limit
439 if (upgradeManager.GetQuantity(upgradeTitle) ==
PURCHASE_QUANTITY_LIMIT)
440 {
441 // Set price text as "Maxed out" and italicized
442 addressBookSlotPriceText.text = "Maxed Out";
443 addressBookSlotPriceText.fontStyle = FontStyle.
Italic;
444
445 // show on -screen message
446 screenText.gameObject.SetActive(true);
447 }
448
449 // Update the HUD
450 gameplayManager.ForceUpdateHUD ();
451 }
452 }
453 else
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454 {
455 // Set error message
456 screenText.text = "You need the Address Book upgrade
first.";
457
458 // Show on-screen message
459 screenText.gameObject.SetActive(true);
460 }
461 }
462
463 public bool AttemptPurchaseUpgrade(string upgradeTitle , string
instructions)
464 {
465 bool isSuccessful = false;
466
467 // If the requested upgrade can only be purchased once
468 if (! upgradeManager.IsRepeatable(upgradeTitle))
469 {
470 // If the player has already purchased the upgrade
471 if (upgradeManager.HasPurchasedUpgrade(upgradeTitle))
472 {
473 // Set error message
474 screenText.text = "You ’ve already purchased the " +
upgradeTitle + " upgrade .\n" + instructions; //
TODO: Add some snarky "No need to buy the same
thing twice , right ?" comment
475
476 // Show on -screen message
477 screenText.gameObject.SetActive(true);
478 isSuccessful = false;
479 }
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480 // If the player successfully purchases the upgrade
481 else if(upgradeManager.AttemptPurchase(upgradeTitle))
482 {
483 // Set success message
484 screenText.text = "You successfully purchased the "
+ upgradeTitle + " upgrade .\n" + instructions;
485
486 // Show on-screen message
487 screenText.gameObject.SetActive(true);
488
489 isSuccessful = true;
490 }
491 // If the purchase was unsuccessful
492 else
493 {
494 // Set error message
495 screenText.text = "You need $" + upgradeManager.
GetUpgradeCost(upgradeTitle) + " to purchase the
" + upgradeTitle + " upgrade.";
496
497 // Show on -screen message
498 screenText.gameObject.SetActive(true);
499
500 isSuccessful = false;
501 }
502 }
503 // If the upgrade can be purchased multiple times
504 else
505 {
506 // If successfully purchased again
507 if (upgradeManager.AttemptPurchase(upgradeTitle))
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508 {
509 // Set success message
510 screenText.text = "You successfully purchased the "
+ upgradeTitle + " upgrade .\n" + instructions;
511
512 // Show on-screen message
513 screenText.gameObject.SetActive(true);
514
515 isSuccessful = true;
516 }
517 // If purchase was unsuccessful
518 else
519 {
520 // Set error message
521 screenText.text = "You need $" + upgradeManager.
GetUpgradeCost(upgradeTitle) + " to purchase the
" + upgradeTitle + " upgrade.";
522
523 // Show on -screen message
524 screenText.gameObject.SetActive(true);
525
526 isSuccessful = false;
527 }
528 }
529
530 // Update computer UI
531 ForceUpdateGUI ();
532
533 // Update HUD
534 gameplayManager.ForceUpdateHUD ();
535
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536 return isSuccessful;
537 }
538
539 void ForceUpdateGUI ()
540 {
541 // Check if player already purchased the task tracker
542 if (gameplayManager.HasUpgrade("Task Tracker"))
543 {
544 taskTrackerPriceText.text = "Purchased";
545 taskTrackerPriceText.fontStyle = FontStyle.Italic;
546 }
547
548 // Check if player already purchased the company running
shoes
549 if (gameplayManager.HasUpgrade("Company Running Shoes"))
550 {
551 companyRunningShoesPriceText.text = "Purchased";
552 companyRunningShoesPriceText.fontStyle = FontStyle.
Italic;
553 }
554
555 // Check if player already purchased the address book
556 if (gameplayManager.HasUpgrade("Address Book"))
557 {
558 addressBookPriceText.text = "Purchased";
559 addressBookPriceText.fontStyle = FontStyle.Italic;
560
561 // Display current number of slot upgrades purchased
562 addressBookSlotDescriptionText.text = "Adds 1 spot to
Address Book.\n Current: " + upgradeManager.
GetQuantity("Address Book Slot");
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563 }
564 else
565 {
566 // Display note that the slot upgrades require the
address book upgrade first
567 addressBookSlotDescriptionText.text = "Adds 1 spot to
Address Book.\n Requires Address Book upgrade.";
568 }
569
570 // Check if player already purchased the exit the matrix
upgrade
571 if (gameplayManager.HasUpgrade("Exit the Matrix"))
572 {
573 exitMatrixPriceText.text = "Purchased";
574 exitMatrixPriceText.fontStyle = FontStyle.Italic;
575 }
576
577 // Update the HUD
578 gameplayManager.ForceUpdateHUD ();
579 }
580 }
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1 /* File: Person.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using System;
7 using System.Collections.Generic;
8 using System.Linq;
9 using System.Text;
10 using System.Threading.Tasks;
11
12 namespace Assets.Scripts.Lookup_Agencies
13 {
14 [Serializable]
15 public class Person
16 {
17 public Person(string n, string u, string ne , char ni , int h)
18 {
19 Name = n;
20 URL = u;
21 Neighborhood = ne;
22 NeighborhoodID = ni;
23 HouseNumber = h;
24 }
25
26 public string Name { get; private set; }
27 public string URL { get; private set; }
28 public string Neighborhood { get; private set; } // Full
expanded neighborhood name
29 public char NeighborhoodID { get; private set; } // ID to
lookup the neighborhood name if needed
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30 public int HouseNumber { get; private set; }
31 }
32 }
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1 /* File: PlayerController.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using System.Collections;
7 using System.Collections.Generic;
8 using UnityEngine;
9 using UnityEngine.UI;
10
11 public class PlayerController : MonoBehaviour
12 {
13 // Button press threshold
14 const float DEAD_VALUE = 0.4f;
15
16 // Walking speed
17 public static readonly float SPEED = 5f;
18
19 GameplayManager gameplayManager;
20
21 // Reference to the rigidbody (for physics and movement)
22 Rigidbody2D thisRigidbody;
23
24 // Flag indicating if the player is "running"
25 bool activateSpeedModifier;
26
27 // Speed modifier to allow running faster
28 float speedModifier;
29
30 // Reference to the animator (for walking animation)
31 [SerializeField] Animator playerAnimator;
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32
33 // Animator parameter values for assisting in walking animations
34 string horizontalFloatName = "HorizontalValue";
35 string verticalFloatName = "VerticalValue";
36
37 // Object and image that show the whole map
38 [SerializeField] GameObject bigMap;
39
40 // Mobile -specific variables
41 Vector2 touchOrigin = -Vector2.one;
42
43 // Start is called before the first frame update
44 void Start ()
45 {
46 // Find necessary managers
47 gameplayManager = GameObject.Find("GameplayManager").
GetComponent <GameplayManager >();
48
49 // Get necessary component values
50 thisRigidbody = GetComponent <Rigidbody2D >();
51 playerAnimator = GetComponent <Animator >();
52
53 // By default , walk normal
54 activateSpeedModifier = false;
55 speedModifier = 1;
56
57 // Allow walking (can be set to false to freeze walking)
58 IsWalkingEnabled = true;
59
60 // Disable town map (if in town scene)
61 if (bigMap != null)
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62 bigMap.SetActive(false);
63 }
64
65 void Update ()
66 {
67 float xMovement = 0;
68 float yMovement = 0;
69
70 // If walking is allowed
71 if (IsWalkingEnabled)
72 {
73 // If the application is an executable for PC/Mac/Linux
74 #if UNITY_STANDALONE || UNITY_WEBPLAYER || UNITY_EDITOR
75 // Get the movement from the Horizontal/Vertical axis
76 xMovement = Input.GetAxisRaw("Horizontal");
77 yMovement = Input.GetAxisRaw("Vertical");
78
79 // If the application is on mobile/tablet
80 #else
81 // If the player is touching the screen
82 if (Input.touchCount > 0)
83 {
84 // Get the first touch
85 Touch myTouch = Input.touches [0];
86
87 // If the phase is "Begin" -- player put finger down
88 if (myTouch.phase == TouchPhase.Began)
89 {
90 // Get starting position
91 touchOrigin = myTouch.position;
92 }
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93 // If the phase is "Ended" -- player took finger off
94 else if (myTouch.phase == TouchPhase.Ended)
95 {
96 // Reset position
97 touchOrigin = -Vector2.one;
98 }
99 // If the player has moved their finger or is
stationary
100 else if (myTouch.phase == TouchPhase.Moved ||
myTouch.phase == TouchPhase.Stationary)
101 {
102 // Inside the bounds of the screen
103 Vector2 touchEnd = myTouch.position;
104 float x = touchEnd.x - touchOrigin.x;
105 float y = touchEnd.y - touchOrigin.y;
106
107 // Determine if movement was in the x direction
108 if (Mathf.Abs(x) > Mathf.Abs(y))
109 {
110 // Movement was right
111 if (x > 0)
112 {
113 xMovement = 1;
114 }
115 // Movement was left
116 else
117 {
118 xMovement = -1;
119 }
120 }
121 // Movement was in the y direction
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122 else
123 {
124 // Movement was up
125 if (y > 0)
126 {
127 yMovement = 1;
128 }
129 // Movement was down
130 else
131 {
132 yMovement = -1;
133 }
134 }
135 }
136 }
137 #endif
138
139 // If the running button(s) is/are pressed
140 if (Input.GetKey(KeyCode.LeftShift) || Input.GetKey(
KeyCode.RightShift))
141 {
142 // If the player has the company running shoes
upgrade
143 if (gameplayManager.HasUpgrade("Company Running
Shoes"))
144 {
145 // Running speed
146 speedModifier = 3;
147 }
148 }
149 // Shift is not pressed
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150 else
151 {
152 // Normal walking speed
153 speedModifier = 1;
154 }
155
156 // Calculate velocity in each direction
157 float xVelocity = xMovement * SPEED * speedModifier;
158 float yVelocity = yMovement * SPEED * speedModifier;
159
160 // Move in the calculated direction
161 thisRigidbody.velocity = new Vector2(xVelocity ,
yVelocity);
162
163 // Animate based on calculated velocity
164 Animate(thisRigidbody.velocity);
165
166 // If the map button is pressed
167 if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.M))
168 {
169 // If town map reference is valid
170 if (bigMap != null)
171 {
172 // Toggle the town map
173 bigMap.SetActive (! bigMap.activeInHierarchy);
174 }
175 }
176 }
177 else
178 {
179 // No animation -- stand still
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180 Animate(Vector2.zero);
181 }
182 }
183
184 public void Animate(Vector2 direction)
185 {
186 // Set animation parameters on the Animator
187 playerAnimator.SetFloat(horizontalFloatName , direction.x);
188 playerAnimator.SetFloat(verticalFloatName , direction.y);
189 }
190
191 // Flag to determine if walking is allowed
192 public bool IsWalkingEnabled { get; set; }
193 }
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1 /* File: StartingNPCManager.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using System.Collections;
7 using UnityEngine;
8 using UnityEngine.EventSystems;
9 using UnityEngine.SceneManagement;
10 using UnityEngine.UI;
11
12 public class StartingNPCManager : MonoBehaviour
13 {
14 // Event System reference for clearing clicked buttons
15 [SerializeField] EventSystem eventSystem;
16
17 // Chat text and button references
18 [SerializeField] Text chatText;
19 [SerializeField] Button option1Button;
20 [SerializeField] Text option1Text;
21
22 // Next scene to navigate to after dialogue
23 [SerializeField] string nextSceneName;
24
25 // Dialogue text to be loaded from file
26 [SerializeField] TextAsset introDialogueText;
27
28 // Delay between each character when writing text to UI
29 const float CHAT_DELAY = 0.005f;
30
31 // Which step in the dialogue sequence is currently shown
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32 int dialogueIndex;
33
34 // Only one coroutine should run at a time
35 Coroutine currentCoroutine;
36
37 // List of dialogue lines
38 ArrayList dialogueLines;
39
40 // Information about each dialogue line
41 struct DialogueLine
42 {
43 // Who is speaking
44 public string speaker;
45
46 // The sentence(s) being spoken
47 public string line;
48
49 // The response from the player to the dialogue
50 public string response;
51 }
52
53 // Global strings to format before placing them in the text
objects
54 string message_ChatText;
55 string message_Option1Text;
56
57 // Player sprite to display after dialogue
58 public Sprite sprite_PlayerDown;
59
60 void Start()
61 {
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62 // Set a default scene to transition to after dialogue
63 if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(nextSceneName))
64 {
65 // By default , go to office
66 nextSceneName = "office";
67 }
68
69 // Load/parse dialogue text
70 ParseDialogueText ();
71
72 // Set all appropriate button events
73 option1Button.onClick.RemoveAllListeners ();
74 option1Button.onClick.AddListener(ModifiedDialogue);
75
76 // Start the dialogue
77 dialogueIndex = 0;
78 ModifiedDialogue ();
79 }
80
81 private void ParseDialogueText ()
82 {
83 // Get dialogue information from text file split by line
84 string [] parts = introDialogueText.text.Split(’\n’);
85 string [] speakerParts = parts [0]. Split(’:’);
86 string speaker = speakerParts [1]. Trim();
87
88 dialogueLines = new ArrayList ();
89
90 DialogueLine dialogueLine;
91
92 // Same speaker throughout
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93 dialogueLine.speaker = speaker;
94
95 // For all lines in the dialogue
96 for (int i = 2 /* line 1 is blank */; i < parts.Length; i +=
2)
97 {
98 // Get the line and response
99 dialogueLine.line = parts[i].Trim();
100 dialogueLine.response = parts[i + 1]. Trim();
101 dialogueLines.Add(dialogueLine);
102 }
103 }
104
105 public void ModifiedDialogue ()
106 {
107 // If the dialogue has ended
108 if (dialogueIndex >= dialogueLines.Count)
109 {
110 // Load next scene
111 SceneManager.LoadScene(nextSceneName);
112 return;
113 }
114
115 // Deselect all buttons
116 eventSystem.SetSelectedGameObject(null);
117
118 // Get this current dialogue line and response
119 DialogueLine thisLine = (DialogueLine)dialogueLines[
dialogueIndex ];
120 string nextSpeakerLine = thisLine.speaker + ":\n" + thisLine
.line;
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121 string nextResponseLine = thisLine.response;
122
123 // If there is a currently running coroutine
124 if (currentCoroutine != null)
125 {
126 // Stop the previous action
127 StopCoroutine(currentCoroutine);
128 }
129
130 // Display dialogue to UI
131 currentCoroutine = StartCoroutine(WriteText(nextSpeakerLine ,
nextResponseLine));
132
133 // Increment index to next dialogue line
134 dialogueIndex ++;
135 }
136
137 IEnumerator WriteText(string chat , string option1)
138 {
139 chatText.text = "";
140 option1Text.text = "";
141
142 // Disable button 1 if null or ""
143 option1Button.interactable = !string.IsNullOrEmpty(option1);
144
145 // Write chat text
146 for (int i = 0; i < chat.Length; i++)
147 {
148 // Wait for CHAT_DELAY seconds before writing the next
letter
149 yield return new WaitForSeconds(CHAT_DELAY);
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150 chatText.text += chat[i];
151 }
152
153 // Write option 1 text
154 for (int i = 0; i < option1.Length; i++)
155 {
156 // Wait for CHAT_DELAY seconds before writing the next
letter
157 yield return new WaitForSeconds(CHAT_DELAY);
158 option1Text.text += option1[i];
159 }
160 }
161 }
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1 /* File: StartSceneLoader.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using UnityEngine;
7 using UnityEngine.SceneManagement;
8
9 public class StartSceneLoader : MonoBehaviour
10 {
11 // The NPC the player is talking to
12 [SerializeField] GameObject startNPC;
13
14 // NPC and player sprites
15 public Sprite sprite_PlayerRight;
16 public Sprite sprite_PlayerDown;
17 public Sprite sprite_NPCLeft;
18
19 public void OnSceneWasLoaded(Scene scene , LoadSceneMode lsm)
20 {
21 // If the current scene is the starting dialogue
22 if (scene.name == "start_town")
23 {
24 // Find the player and set the sprite
25 GameObject player = GameObject.Find("Player");
26 player.GetComponent <SpriteRenderer >().sprite =
sprite_PlayerRight;
27
28 // Find the NPC and set the sprite
29 startNPC = GameObject.Find("Starting NPC");
30 startNPC.GetComponent <SpriteRenderer >().sprite =
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sprite_NPCLeft;
31
32 // Set the player sprite for end of dialogue
33 StartingNPCManager npcManager = startNPC.GetComponent <
StartingNPCManager >();
34 npcManager.sprite_PlayerDown = sprite_PlayerDown;
35
36 // Remove this method from the scene change events
37 SceneManager.sceneLoaded -= OnSceneWasLoaded;
38 }
39 }
40 }
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1 /* File: Upgrade.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 namespace Assets.Scripts
7 {
8 public class Upgrade
9 {
10 public Upgrade(string t, int c, bool r)
11 {
12 Title = t;
13 Cost = c;
14 IsUnlocked = false;
15 IsRepeatable = r;
16 }
17
18 public void Purchase ()
19 {
20 IsUnlocked = true;
21 Quantity ++;
22 }
23
24 public string Title { get; private set; }
25 public int Cost { get; private set; }
26 public bool IsUnlocked { get; private set; }
27 public bool IsRepeatable { get; private set; }
28 public int Quantity { get; private set; }
29 }
30 }
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1 /* File: UpgradeManager.cs
2 * Author: Casey Lafferty
3 * Project: Packet Delivery
4 */
5
6 using Assets.Scripts;
7 using System.Collections.Generic;
8 using UnityEngine;
9
10 public class UpgradeManager : MonoBehaviour
11 {
12 // Upgrade Manager singleton reference
13 static UpgradeManager instance = null;
14
15 // Necessary manager references
16 [SerializeField] GameplayManager gameplayManager;
17
18 // List of all possible upgrades
19 List <Upgrade > listOfUpgrades;
20
21 private void Awake()
22 {
23 // If there is already an Upgrade Manager reference
24 if (instance != null)
25 {
26 // Only need one --> Delete
27 Destroy(gameObject);
28 return;
29 }
30
31 // Set this as the singleton reference
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32 instance = this;
33 DontDestroyOnLoad(gameObject);
34
35 // Initialize list of upgrades
36 listOfUpgrades = new List <Upgrade >();
37 }
38
39 public void AddUpgrade(string title , int cost , bool isRepeatable
)
40 {
41 // Create a new upgrade based on the given parameters
42 Upgrade newUpgrade = new Upgrade(title , cost , isRepeatable);
43
44 // Add the upgrade to the list
45 listOfUpgrades.Add(newUpgrade);
46 }
47
48 Upgrade FindUpgrade(string title)
49 {
50 // Search through the list for the requested upgrade
51 foreach (Upgrade thisUpgrade in listOfUpgrades)
52 {
53 // If the titles match
54 if (thisUpgrade.Title.ToLower () == title.ToLower ())
55 {
56 // Return this upgrade profile
57 return thisUpgrade;
58 }
59 }
60
61 return null;
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62 }
63
64 public bool HasPurchasedUpgrade(string title)
65 {
66 // Search through the list for the requested upgrade
67 Upgrade thisUpgrade = FindUpgrade(title);
68
69 // If this upgrade was found
70 if (thisUpgrade != null)
71 {
72 // If it is repeatable , it can be purchased again
73 if (thisUpgrade.IsRepeatable)
74 return false;
75 // It is not repeatable -- check if it ’s been purchased
once or not
76 else
77 return thisUpgrade.IsUnlocked;
78 }
79 else
80 {
81 // Did not find it -- Did not purchase
82 return false;
83 }
84 }
85
86 public int GetQuantity(string title)
87 {
88 // Search through the list for the requested upgrade
89 Upgrade thisUpgrade = FindUpgrade(title);
90
91 // If found , return the number of times this upgrade has
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been purchased
92 // Else , return -1 --> error
93 return thisUpgrade != null ? thisUpgrade.Quantity : -1;
94 }
95
96 public bool IsRepeatable(string title)
97 {
98 // Search through the list for the requested upgrade
99 Upgrade thisUpgrade = FindUpgrade(title);
100
101 // If found , check if it is repeatable
102 // Else , not repeatable by default -- false (error)
103 return thisUpgrade != null ? thisUpgrade.IsRepeatable :
false;
104 }
105
106 public int GetUpgradeCost(string title)
107 {
108 // Search through the list for the requested upgrade
109 Upgrade thisUpgrade = FindUpgrade(title);
110
111 // If found , return the cost of this upgrade
112 // Else , return -1 --> error
113 return thisUpgrade != null ? thisUpgrade.Cost : -1;
114 }
115
116 public bool AttemptPurchase(string title)
117 {
118 bool isSuccessful = false;
119
120 // Search through the list for the requested upgrade
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121 for (int i = 0; i < listOfUpgrades.Count; i++)
122 {
123 // If the titles match
124 if (listOfUpgrades[i]. Title.ToLower () == title.ToLower ()
)
125 {
126 // If the upgrade was already purchased and NOT
repeatable
127 if (listOfUpgrades[i]. IsUnlocked && !listOfUpgrades[
i]. IsRepeatable)
128 {
129 // Previous success
130 isSuccessful = true;
131 }
132 // If the player has enough money to purchase it
133 else if (gameplayManager.Money >= listOfUpgrades[i].
Cost)
134 {
135 // Subtract the amount of money required
136 gameplayManager.Money -= listOfUpgrades[i].Cost;
137
138 // Mark as purchased
139 listOfUpgrades[i]. Purchase ();
140
141 // Success!
142 isSuccessful = true;
143 }
144 // If the player does not have enough money
145 else
146 {
147 // Not successful
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148 isSuccessful = false;
149 }
150
151 break;
152 }
153 }
154
155 // Update the HUD
156 gameplayManager.ForceUpdateHUD ();
157
158 // Notify if the purchase was successful
159 return isSuccessful;
160 }
161 }
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